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LIBRARY OVERLOAD

ON THE RIGHT FOOT

Library officials weigh
their options as available
space quickly runs out

Women's soccer picks up big win with
C-USA opener on horizon -sEESPORTS,A7

- SEE NEWS, A2
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VCF pays tribute to officer
RACHEL HATZIPANAGOS
Contributing Writer

•
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Family, friends and co-workers gather Sunday at the UCF Police Department to remember
Mario Jenkins, an officer who was shot and killed outside of the Citrus Bowl one year ago.

One year ago Sunday, l.TCF
police officer Mario Jenkins
was shot and killed outside of
the Citrus Bowl. This weekend.
a group of Jenkins' family and
friends gathered at a memorial
service to remember the slain
officer.
· "The department lost a highly trained officer, a wife lost her

husband, comrades lost their
warrior," said Maj. Randy . .
Mingo of the UCF Police
Department at the service.
Mingo and other members
of the police department
remembered Jenkins, 29, who
was on duty at the time of his
death.
On Sept. 24, 2005, Jenkins
was surveying the tailgating
area of a UCF football game
wearing plainclothes. The oper-
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Student
rules get
• •
revisions

ation was to combat underage
drinking.
Jenkins had approached a
group who he suspected of the
crime when a scuffle between
Jenkins and a tailgater led to
confusion. The tailgater fled,
but Michael Young, a Valencia
College student, followed Jenkins and the two became
involved i.J;i an altercation.
In the scuffle, Jenkins
attempted to apprehend Young.

As the two fought, Jenkins
pulled out his weapon.
A crowd surrounded the
scene and someone went to
find police. An Orlando Police
Department officer arrived at
the scene, which one witness
said looked like a "mini-riot,"
~d mistakenly shot Jenkins
three times in the back.
At the time, Jenkins was
PLEASE SEE
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Students' thoughts still with Darfur

MATT MORRISON
Contributing Writer

The UCF Golden Rule, the handbook governing all students, has
undergone a renovation for.the 20062007 school year, changing not only
the policies at UCF but also the face of
the policy-makers.
Dana Juntunen, ·assistant director
of the Office of Student Conduct, said
that changes are common to the Golden Rule, which is revised every year.
These revisions are decided, in
most part, by the Golden Rule Review
• Committee, which is made up entirely
of UCF students who apply and are
selected annually to serve on the committee.
· "The students meet ongoing
throughout the course of the year,"
Juntunen said. "and they have proposals that are submitted to them by faculty, staff and students, and so then
they vote on these."
·
One of the major changes to the
Golden Rule this year affects the com" mittee itself. The committee's membership increased to seven members-up from six the year previous,
said Nick Oleksy, a coordinator in the
Office of Student Conduct:.
Three of the students are selected
by the vice president of Student
Development and Enrollment Services: The other four are chosen by
the student body president.
~ ~ ·
"For the most part, it j~st gives the
student body the advantage of having
a majority of the elected student body
president's own appointees, which
gives students the ultimate voice," ·
Student Government Association
President Mark White wrote in an e.:.
Inail interview.
Anyone within the UCF community can propose changes and additions
to the Golden Rule. The Golden Rule
Review Committee then reviews and
discusses the proposals, sometimes
bringirig in people who would be
affected by such a change in order to
gain more perspectives.
"They're the voting body to vote to
either accept it or deny the proposed
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COURTESY PROJECT DARFUR

Amanda LeClere, a volunteer and coordinator for the Darfur events last week, poses with a T-shirt created at one of the stations. Students gathered near the UCF Bookstore and outside the Student Union to protestthe Darfur conflict

Volunteers fast, make T-shirts to support global effort
LANDON BLACKER
Contributing Writer

This past spring, UCF students
took action to raise public awareness
of the genocide occurring in Darfur by
holding a weeklong event called Project Darfur, but their CIU$ade did not
stop there.
·
Six months later those same students who participated in Project Darfur are still active on campus, spreading word about the killing and
displacement of millions of people in
the Darfur region of Sudan, Africa.

Their first major events took place
last week in support of the Global Day
for Darfur Sept. 17.
Some students participated in a
weeklong fast, much like Jay McGinley, a pro-Darfur demonstrator who
fasted for over a month in front of the
White House due to his strong feel- ·
ings for the Darfur conflict to be
·resolved
In addition to fasting, students also
organized a T-shirt station that was set
up in the gazebo outside .the UCF
Bookstore where students could
come to find out.information about

Darfur, get blue hats with the words
"Save Darfur" on them and make their
own T-shirts.
The T-shirts students could make
said things such as "I'm Fasting for
Darfur. Ask me why'' and "Remember
Darfur;' and they also had stencils of
the African continent which could be
added.
Stephanie Donelan, a sophomore
history major, helped organize and
run the T-shirt station throughout the
week and is active in the Project Darfur student organization.
.
Donelan said that the T-shirt sta-

tion, which was originally only scheduled to operate on Tuesday and
Wednesday, had such a huge response
that they extended it through Friday.
On Wednesday, the response was
so large that students had to,move the
station in front of the Student Union
to successfully manage the amooot of
people showing interest.
"Just really having that exposure at
the [Student Union] was our chance
to kip.cl of get the word out and people
responded immediately," Donelan
said
She said the main effect she hoped
· the station would have was to raise
PLEASE SEE
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Partnership with NASA brjngs
money, prestige to UCF
-LISA VELARDI
Contributing Writer

f

Recent developments in the
partnership between UCF and
NASA have brought national
attention not only to the university's space research program,
but to many other UCF departments.
Alumni
and
students
researching weather, optics and
alternative fuel are linking
themselves to this increasingly
successful venture, which has
grown with the university sipce
thel960s.

UCF alumnus William Parsons, who graduated With a
master's in engineering management, was recently named
the director of the Kennedy
Space Center, effective Jan. 1.
. Parsons has been a driving
force at NASA since 1990, having held the position of manager of the Space Shuttle Program
during the Discovery STS-114
mission.
UCFs Research Park is also
growing, boasting a spot among
the top 10 parks in the nation.
"We bumped Berkeley to
number 11," said Humberto

"The UCF funding has made the university
more competitive in presenting proposals
for NASA."
- HUMBERTO CAMPI NS
HEAD OF THE PLANETARY SPACE AND SCIENCE GROUP

Campins, provost research professor and head of the Planetary
Space and Science Group at
UCF. With NASA'.s help,
Campins has created the
Spitzer, an infrared space telescope comparable to the Hub-

ble space telescope, but asing
infrared light inst~ad
According to Campins,
NASA'.s relationship with UCF
has created more university
resources for space research, in
tum creating more opporturii-

ties for students and faculty.
"The UCF funding has made
the university inore competitive in presenting proposals for
NASA,'' Campins said
' In 2003, NASA named UCF
the lead college in its latest
technology development program, the Spaceport Research
and Technology Institute.
UCF researchers and faculty
involved in the institute are
working to reduce the cost of
space travel and prevent
injuries.
As · space research has
grown, so has one of UCF:'s. aca- .

den:iic arms of space study, the
astronomy department. When
the program began in Fall 2002,
only 45 students were enrolled.
"The astronomy department
four years ago was nonexistent," Campins said. "Now a
basic Intro to Astronomy class
section has·l,700 students."
Over the course of four
years, NASA granted UCF $303
million for hydrogen research
alone.
Through the university's
Florida Solar Energy Center,
PLEASE SEE
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Library mulls options for making
space as shelves reaclt their capacity

CAMPUS

News and notices for
the UCF corrimunity

Cyber Security Awareness Event
The 4th Annual Cyber Security Awareness Event will be
held today in the Pegasus_ Ballroom from 10 am. from 3 p.m.
This event, in conjunction
.with the UCF Technology
Showcase, is design~d to raise
awareness of identity theft, network security and computer
security.

For more information, contact Chris Vakhordjian at (407)
823-3863.

Study abroad
Career Services & Experiential Learning will host a session
on study abroad and international careers today at 10 am. in
the Career Resource Center,
Building 7F, Room 185.
This SO-minute session .is
designed to show how students
are successfully matched with
faculty to pursue an international career or study abroad experience.
For more information, contact Bill Blank at (407) 823-2361

Art gallery talk
Walter Gaudnek, an Art
Department faculty member,
will hold a lecture today at 10:30
am. in the VlSUal. Arts Building,
Rooml40A
Gaudnek will stand in front
of his work and talk about the
inspiration behind his painting
and photography.
For more information, contact Janet Kilbride at (407) 8233161.

Government careel'S
Career Services & Experiential Learning will host a session
on government and non-profit
careers today at 11 a.m. in the
Career Resource Center, Building 7F, Room 18S.
This SO-minute session is
designed to explain how to find
careers in local, state, and federal government agencies
For more information, contact Bill Blank at (407) 823-2361

Latin American Festival
Poet, fiction writer and
scholar Gustavo Perez Finnat
will speak today at 4 p.m. in the
Progress Energy room at the
University Welcome Center.
This lecture is open to everyone and is affiliated with the
Latin American Cultural Festival of Orlando.
For more information, contact Jose Maunez at (407) 8236751

Video games tournament
Campus Activities Board will
host a video and board games
tournament on Thursday from 7
p.m. to 11 p.m. in the -Stildent
Union, Room 221 AB.
The event will include free
food and prizes for students.
Video games include: Halo 2,
Dead or Alive 4, and more.
For more information, contact Sabrina Glass at (407) 8236471

Contributing.Writer

Librarians are shelving
books faster than they can find
space fo.r .them.
In two years, the Library
will be at 100 percent capacity
for its tomes; they currently
add 40,000 volumes a year,
according to Library officials.
"It's gotten really bad the
last couple of years," said
Megan Humphries, a Library
technical assistant.
To compensate for this lack
of room, Humphries and other
assistants are making space in
every place they can until they
receive funding for an $84 million Library expansion that
was approved by the Board of
Trustees in 200S.
The Library stacking division is making use of current
space by cramming books into
the very top and very bottom
previously unused shelves.
"We put books wherever
we can find room," said Shelly
Wtlson, another Library technical assistant.
But what about when more
books come along?
''We don't know:· said Meg
Scharf, the associate director
for public services at the
Library.
As of now, the proposed
expansion plan has not yet
seemed to get under-way.
The $84 million expansion
would add 164,600 square feet
and enable the Library to
increase its collection to a projected 2.3 million volumes in
2019, according to records of a ·
Board of lhtstees meeting in
200S.
The same minutes said that
construction could begin in
summer 2006, though no construction has begun as of yet.
The reason, according to
UCF officials, is' lack of funding from the state.
When the plan was
approved by the Board of
Trustees in 2oos, that was just
an approval for the plan; the
Library would still need to
receive funding.
The Library expansion plan
was put up on,the Public Education Capital Outlay list of
educat~on projects funded by
the state, said UCF spokesman
Tom Evelyn.
The list is compiled by UCF
and other public institutions.
Currently, other projects on
UCF's PECO list include the
Physical Sciences Building and
the Valencia and UCF Joint
Use Facility. These projects,
however, are dwarfed by the
cost of the Lib'rary.
"It is by far the largest project on the PECO list for the
next couple of years,'' Evelyn
said.
·
The plan, which would call
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WASHINGTON The
Supreme Cotirt agreed Tuesday to decide whether public
employee unions must get special permission to spend some
workers' dues on political
causes, a case testing limits on
labor activism just before the
2008 presidential campaign.
The justices accepted an
•
appeal from the state of Washington that involves fees paid
to the Washington Education
Association by teachers who
declined to join the union.
Those workers still can be
charged dues by the union to
help pay for labor negotiations
•
that affect them. But they can't
be forced to pay for the union's
political activism, under a
string of Supreme Court rulings that reach back nearly 30
years.
The current issue is
whether the union needs
teachers to say ''yes" before the
fees ,can be used for political
causes or whether teachers
•
must specifically object to having a portion of the fees spent
for that purpose.
•
The nonpartisan Campaign
Finance Center in Washington,
D.C., urged the court to take · - '
the case to clarify that similar
restrictions in other states do
not violate unions' rights.
Washington voters in 1992
adopted a campaign finance
law that requfres unions to get
the consent of each worker
before spending fees on politi- ~
cal activity. The law also
required the unions to refund
the fee to teachers who did not
agree with the political activity~
the union was proposing.
The Washington Supreme
Court overturned the requirement that union officials get
worker consent, saying the
union's twice-yearly offer to
reduce fees for any nonmember who registers an objection
to the political spending is sufficient.

,

'

COURTESY UCF LIBRARIES

UCF Library officials move shelves of books over the summer to try to make more room as the building reaches its capacity. At the current rate,
the Library will be completely full in two years. More pennanent ways to make space, such as an expansion, are also planned.

for the expansion to· extend
out to the Booksk>re, is 11th on
the list of other PECO projects.
However, just when the fund~
ing will come in for the project
is largely up to chance.
"Requests for projects are
put in every year. It depends
on the state budget, a lot of this
is out of our controJ," Evelyn
said.
He added that even though
the Library is 11th on the list, it
doesn't necessarily mean that
all of the other projects before
it would be finished first.
Smaller projects. may be taken
off the list even if they are further down the schedule.
In the meantime, the
Library may be in for a long
wait.
"We are still seeking state
funding for the project. We
don't expect funding for that

this year:' Evelyn said.
He added that fundin'g for
the Library could be especially
difficult because so much of
the project will need to rely on
state funding.
Developments like the new
football stadium and the center for biomedical research
will obtain the majority of the
funding through private donations, which help to speed up
the process.
Though the Library is currently taking donations on its
Web site, it is still far from its
goal
To help the impending
issue of little space, there may
be other options:
"Temporary
expansion
could accommodate the extra
volumes," Evelyn said. "We
will find a way to accommodate what the Library needs."

Meanwhile, UCF isn't the
only public Florida library that
has sought updates. The University of Florida recently
completed a $30 million renovation of its main library, and
the University of North Florida's library is currently undergoing a $22 million renovation
and expansion.
The lack of space at the
UCF main library may leave
students in a lurch.
"I think it's definitely a
problem," said junior business
major Brian Baraga. He said he
checked out 20 books last
semester. He also said he had
not heard of the Librarrs.lack
of space.
Jen Montgomery, a senior
psychology major, has one ·
popular saying to add to that:
"After all, UCF is Under Construction Forever."

LOCAL WEATHER
Today

"The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474SS6 ' or an e-mail - to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are S p.m. Friday for the
Monday edition, S p.m. Monday
for the Wednesday edition, and
S p.m. Wednesday for the Friday
edition.

,

Supreme Court jumps into dispute
over labor union fees for politics

RACHEL HAnlPANAGOS
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MOSTLY SUNNY

High: 89° Low: 69°

TODAY IN DETAIL

~Thursday

Today: Mostly sunny skies. Winds
west-northwest at 5 to 10 mph.
Tonight: Generally fair. Winds northwest at 5to10 mph.

High:89°
Low:67°

~Friday

High:89°
Low:70°

~PARTLY CLOUDY

~MOSTLY SUNNY ·

Former Enron finance chief Fastow
sentenced to 6 years in prison
HOUSTON -Andrew Fastow, the mastermind behind
fJ.Ilancialschemesthatdoomed
Enron Corp., was sentenced
Tuesday to six years in prison
for his role in the energy company's stunning collapse by a
judge who felt he deserved
leniency.
Fastow, the former chief
financial officer who cooperated with prosecutors in other
cases related to Enron's 2001
implosion, had agreed to serve
a maximum 10-year term when
he pleaded guilty in 2004.
But the judge said he
deserved a lighter sentence
because Fastow has been persecuted after Enron's failure
and because his family has suffered enough. Fastow's wife
already has served.a year for
· her role in the scandal
Fastow must serve all six
years because there is no
parole in the federal system. He
also was sentenced to two
years of probation after his
rele~e from prison.
Fastow's attorneys had
asked for a lighter sentence,
PLEASE SEE
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Primal Tattoo

4EVER

Custom Tattoos - Free Consultation
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Student Alumni Associotion
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Ask for Ross

We are Loving Donation, a national egg donation agency that has client
families throughout the world seeking their egg donors through us.
If you are willing to be one ofthe angels that help th~se women, you will
be the recipient of a most generous compensation for your time and ·
effort, but more importantly, the feeling that YOU have deeply affected
someone's life with your kind and selfless gesture. We are always seeking
healthy, responsible women ages 19-30, to assist our families with such a
precious gift. You must be a non-smoker, within 30 lbs of your ideal body
weight, and be willing to travel {all expenses paid!) if necessary.

located at:
Comer of Alafaya & McCulloch

UiF
ALUMNI

Would you pay $100,000 for your coffee?

1470 South Semoran Blvd, CasselBerry 407-695-8287

15O/o Off

•

Brought to you by: ·

Please call our national egg donor recruiting office and ask for Kristin.
Call (800) 563-0098 orwww.LovingDonation.com.
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The Ultimate Money Skills presentation can show you
how you might already be on your way to that
high-priced coffee.
Come to th_
e presentation on Tuesday, Oct._ 3 at 6 p.m.
at the FAIRWINDS Alumni Center to learn more about:
* Appropriate Use of Credit * Basics of Banking

* Designing a Budget * Taking Control of Debt
* Protecting Your Identity

This program will teach you how to develop smart
money management skills in college that will lead to a
lifetime of financial independence.
To ~VP call 407) UCF-ALUM.
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· Rules reviewed
Juntunen said that sections
may be revised to fix errors in
change," Juntunen said
grammar and alter the numBut they are not the final bering within sections.
word The committee's votes
However, some sectiops are
are sent to the vice president of changed to reflect new addiStudent Development and tions and new policies.
Enrollment Services who
"There could be changes to ·
makes the final decision bn the Golden Rule throughout
whether or not to uphold or the course of the year that
strike down the proposals.
aren't necessarily reflected in
Other major changes to the the hard copy or the Web site
Golden Rule this year include version, and there's a disthe formal addition of the Uni- claimer on the first page of the
versity Crisis Committee com- Golden Rule for that," Junposed of seven members from tunen said
the UCF community including
A letter to all UCF students
the director of Health Services, . prefacing the Golden Rule
the Counseling Center director states that any changes to the
and the director of Housing Golden rule will be announced
and Residence Life.
thrQugh the student newspaCpl. Roop of UCF Police per, online or other commu-;
said that UCF had a crisis com- nicative means.
'
mittee before the 2006-2007
Students wishing to be a
school year.
part of the Golden Rule Review
"They needed to assist stu- Committee need only to fill out
dents who need help," Roop an application announced in a
said.
·
mass e-:mail to UCF students.
The committee reviews the
"Other
requirements
cases of students who are iden- include the ability to work well
tified to be at risk by profes- : with others, sensitivity and
sors, UCF officials and other · respect for others, openness to
students. Roop said that at-risk differences and willingness to
behavior can 'involve several take part in assessment projkinds of problems from alcohol ects,'' according to the mass eand drug abuse to depression.
mail
According to .the Golden
Nick Oleksy wrote in an eRule, students whose behavior mail that 41 sti.idents submitted
is deemed to be dangerous to applications, three of which
themselves or to others may be were selected by the vice presmandated to undergo a mental ident of student development
health assessment and coun- · services to be on the Golden
seling.
Rule Review Committee.
Students who are still conWhite said in his e-mail that
sidered to.be a· danger may be he, like past presidents, chose
involuntarily withdrawn from his four committee members
UCF.
from his own cabinet.
"It's a case-by-case basis,"
"I chose three people from
Roop said.
my cabinet ~done member of
Other additions to the Gold- the student senate that repreen Rule included an increase in sented a wide range of backprivileges granted to student grounds, and who I trusted to ·
organizations registered by be intelligent and make reasonUCF.
able deciSions," White wrote.
"I have not had the opportuAmong the eight new privileges granted to registered nity to examine every single
organizations are a free e-mail change [to the Golden Rule],''
address and "free or low-cost White wrote, "but the changes
banking,'' according to the I have seen all seem to be reaGolden Rule.
sonable. I will be reviewing the
Other sections of the Gold- recent changes to make sure
en Rule were said to be they are fair and just, but I fully
reworded or revised.
, trust my representatives."
FROM
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NEW 2001 CHEVY AV 0

With 37 EPA estimated highway MPG: And room to seat five comfortably. The Chevy™
Aveo® LS Sedan is one surprisingly big car. Starting at just $12,515.t LT as shown $14, 125.t Go big at chevyaveo.com
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What's in the news at
colleges around the country

»

University .ofVirginia ends early
decision program for next fall
RICHMOND, Va. - The
University of Vu:ginia in Charlottesville announced Monday
it was dropping its early decision admissions process,
becoming the third prominent
university this month to cancel
such a program.
The decision, which will
apply to those entering the university in the fall of 2008, was
made to level the playing field
for low-income students, who
rarely apply for early decision,
UYa. President John T. Casteen
III said
The programs, which are
common at many of the
nation's universities, give high
school seniors who apply in
the fall a decision by midDecember - before regular
admissions application deadlines.
"We certainly never intended to have early decision be a
barrier to low-income students," said John Blackburn,
U:Va.'s dean of admissions.
In recent weeks, HllrVard
and then Priilceton - both private universities - announced
they would end early admissions.
Critics of early admissions
contend the programs .u ndermine campus diversity because
poor and minority students are
less likely to use them. They
· also say the programs add pressure on high school seniors to
pick a first-choice college
before they're ready. But supporters say the programs
reduce anxiety by giving applicants a way to finish the
process early in the year.

Online business helps students at
ASU get groceries delivered
TEMPE, Ariz. - Capitalizing on students who don't have
transportation and a campus
that's out of walking distance
from a grocery store, a new
company is delivering groceries to dorms and apartments on or near the Arizona
State University campus.
Delivery Dudes is on online
grocery delivery business
launched by two ASU students
last month.
The company offers about
300 items that are alternately
delivered in the mornings and
afternoons to accommodate
students with varying class
schedules.
For example, they may
deliver to a given dorm hall in
the morning one day and the
afternoon the next day. Deliveries c.;ost $5.
Russ Hancock, a supply
chain management senior who
co-owns Delivery Dudes with
management junior Marc
Veneziano, said he has had
about eight orders a week averaging about $35 to $40 since
business began. The items for
sale are bought from area grocery stores that offer the lowest
prices.

Franklin & Marshall beefing up
security after student's shooting
LANCASTER,
Pa.
Franklin & Marshall College is
adding overnight patrols by
security guards and city police
in response to the off-campus
shooting of a student earlier
this month.
The school _ is spending
$400,000 to pay for eight security officers plus four off-duty
city officers and one supervisor, who will patrol the areas
near campus between 7 p.m.
and 3 a.m., college spokesman
Phil Benoit said Tuesday.
The funding will pay for the
added security between now
. and December, when the college will re-evaluate the situa.tion, Benoit said .Extra bicycle
patrols by a neighborhood
watch group also are being
added
Peter "P.J." Pitsiokos, 20, of
Shoreham, NY., was shot once
in the abdomen while walking
with another student around 2
a.m. on Sept. 8. Police said Pitsiokos, a junior, was walking
home from a friend's house
when a car with three men
inside stopped in the street. An
armed man got out of the vehicle and demanded money, but
Pitsiokos refused and was shot,
· police said
No arrests have been made
and a reward for information
leading to an arrest was
increased Tuesday from $5,000
to $25,000. Pitsiokos returned
to classes this week.
--:-- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Former Enron executive Andrew Fastow, left, leaves the federal courthouse in Houston
after being sentenced Tuesday. Fastow's term was reduced from 10 to six years.
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citing Fastow's admission of
guilt and his help in the successful prosecution of Enron
founder Kenneth Lay and the
former chief executive, Jeffrey Skilling.
Enron, once the nation's
seventh-largest company,
crumbled into bankruptcy
proceedings in December
2001 after years of accounting tricks could no longer
hide billions in debt or make
failing ventures appear profitable. The collapse wiped
out thousands of jobs, more
.than $60 billion in market
value and more than $2 billion in pension plans.
During his brief speech
before sentencing, Fastow
said he was ashamed for
what he had done and had
tried to make up for it by
helping prosecutors and
attorneys for investors and
employees who had lost
. money.

North Korea blames U.S. for
breakdown in nudear talks
UNITED NATIONS
North Korea rejected further
talks on its nuclear program
and blamed the breakdown
in negotiations directly on
the U.S. Tuesday, claiming
that Washington wants to
rule the world
Deputy Foreign Minister
Choe Su Hon said in his
speech to the U.N. General
Assembly that U.S. financial
sanctions, imposed shortly
after a joint statement was
issued at six-nation talks on
the communist North's
nuclear program on Sept. 19,
2005,
had
convinced
Pyongyang that the negotiations were not worth pursuing.
In a speech that was peppered with anti-American
rhetoric, Choe claimed Nprth
Korea has developed nuclear
weapons as a deterrent solely
for self-defen5e against pr~
emptive strikes by the U.S.
and was eager, in principle, to
hold talks, but that Washington's ''vicious, hostile policy''
made negotiations unacceptable. Washington has denied
it has any plans to attack
North Korea.
Pyongyang has boycotted
the six-party talks, involving
China, Japan, the Koreas,
Russia and the U.S., insisting
it will not return unless
Washington drops financial
restrictions imposed for the
regime's alleged complicity
in counterfeiting 'and money
laundering. The U.S. has said
the North shouldn't link the
financial issue to the nuclear
talks.

western neighborhood Resi. dents fought back, wounding
five of the militants, while
three civilians and a police
officer were also injured,
police Lt. Maithem Abdul
Razzaqsaid
The wounded attackers
were captured and identified
as Mahdi Army members,
Razzaqsaid
l
Three gunmen died in an
attack on the Sunnis' alKheyr mosque in Khadra,
another western neighborhood, police said
Ori. the eastern side of the
city, meanwhile, the bodies of
23 men were found dumped
in streets, all with bullet
wounds and most showing
signs of torture - halhnarks
of sectarian ki.lliilgs that have
raged since a Shiite shrine
was bombed in Samarra last
February.
In other violence, explosions killed at least 21 people
and wounded dozens in and
around the capital, police
said
In the deadliest incident,
at, least seven civilians died
and 11 were injtired when a
series of explosions rocked a
predominantly Shiite apartment building in Mahmoudiya, about 20 miles
south of Baghdad, police said

Gties, state to hold affordable
housing seminars in Florida

TALLAHASSEE - The
newly formed Institute for
Community Housing will
hold a series of seminars in
Orlando to help local governments find affordable housing
solutions,
officials
announced Tuesday.
The inability of teachers,
firefighters, police officers,
tourism workers and other
wage earners to find housing
within their means is one of
the state's biggest challenges,
Florida League of Cities president Rene Flowers said at a
news conference.
The league is teaming up
with the state Department of
Community Affairs, Florida
Housing Finance Corp. and
Florida Housing Coalition to
bring local officials, developers and housing experts
together at the eight seminars beginning Oct. 13 and
ending Aug. 15, 2007.
The
seminars
are
designed to ·help local officials decide what parts might
be most useful. That could
include increasing density,
changing land uses and
improving transportation,
said Community Affairs Secretary Thaddeus Cohen.
Factors such as hurricanes
and the resulting rise in
insurance rates, increasing
construction and material
Shiite militia suspected in gun
prices and higher property
attacks on mosques and homes values with corresponding
BAGHDAD, Iraq - Gun- tax increases have caused
men assault~d two Sunni housing prices to soar much
mosques and sprayed bullets faster than wage growth,
into Sunni homes in a mixed Flowers said
neighborhood Tuesday in ·
A Florida family with a ·
sectarian violence that killed median income could afford
three people and wounded 15,
home priced at about
many of them attackers sus- $135,000 last year but the
pected of being followers of a median price in the state was
radical Shiite cleric.
$235,000, according to the
Underscoring Iraq's divi- Florida Housing Coalition, a
sions, more cracks appeared nonprofit organization of
in a Sunni Arab agreement to housing advocates.
support legislation that ShiEven rental prices . have
ites hope will lead to a self- been climbing beyond the
ruled Shiite state in southern means of many Floridians.
Iraq. Many Sunnis fear that One reason for that is fewer
would splinter Iraq and deny apartments are on the rental
· their minonty a share of its market because they are
oil wealth.
being converted into condoThe attacks on Sunni tar- miniums, Flowers said.
gets began when the al-Ashra Another factor is higher
al-Mushara mosque in al- taxes as landlords do not
Amel district was stormed qualify
for
homestead
about 4:30 p.m. by gunmen in exemptions.
black uniforms, which are
Impact fees on new homes
often associated with the and a heavy reliance on propMahdi Army militia loyal to erty taxes also contribute to
anti-U.S. Shiite cleric Muqta- the cost of owning a home in
da al-Sadr. Two passers-by Florida, which lacks an
were wounded ·
income tax and exempts
About 15 minutes later, most services from sales taX.
black-clad gunmen attacked
Sunni homes in the same
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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· Shooting leads to changes
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Officers pay their respects at the one-year memorial of UCF police officer Mario Jenkins, who was shot and killed outside of the Citrus Bowl.
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•
wearing a green shirt and his
badge was not easily visible.
In the months after his
" · death, friends and family
grieved and the UCF Police
Department re-evaluated their
• p.rocedures.
UCF President Hitt, who
spoke with reporters at the
niemorial
service,
said
• "Mario's death has called attention to problems real and
potential. The community has
been able to come together and
~ make improvements."
For one, UCF police no
longer wear plainclothes at
· • tailgating parties.
"Everyone wears uniforms
so that they are recognizable;'
said Corporal James Roop of
• the UCF police.
There are also three briefings before games instead of two.

. While things have changed
in the past year, Jenkins' loved
ones do not forget him.
"One year ago, he gave his
life while serving others;• said
• Chaplain Brian Roberts at the·
memorial.' "This evening, we
have the opportunity to honor
Mario." ·
The service was held at
dusk outside of the UCF Police
· Department. The flag flew at
half-staff and motorcycles
were lined up near the wreath
and podium.
Speakers included Jenkins'
parellts, who both read a poem.
"Our memories are sweet
now, we smile through our
tears," said Jenkins' mother,
Ramona. Her yoice shook as
she recited. She and other
members of the family also
released butterflies from small
triangular-shaped pockets of
paper.

"This butterfly so lovely
represents all of our love,''·
Ramona Jenkins said
Fellow officers also took
part in the ceremony, honoring
Jenkins with a presentation of _
colors. They stood at attention
in a moment of silence.
In the past year, the Jenkins
family has become close with
fellow officers.
"It helps to draw strength
from each other," said Sgt.
Woody Furnas of the UCF ·
Police Department.
· Furnas remembered Jenkins, who he had worked with
for four years.
"Two years ago, we had an
event with the canine unit. It
was during the day, and he
worked on nights;• Furnas said
"It was a hot day, but he had
ironed his uniform, and he
looked ·sharp. He did those
things because he had pride."

. ·Space research benefits UCF
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agencies and two large aerospace companies, yet my gradstudents and researchers are uate students and I made a
delving into the possibility of very significant technical contribution to the design and ·
alternate fuel sources.
Thanks to a UCF innova- analysis of a real space-based
tion, NASA and the National imaging instrument," Harvey
Oceanic and Atmospheric said
Harvey and Assistant Pr~
Administration can now view
hurricane and·tornado activity. fessor Richard Eastes. of the
James Harvey, ·associate Florida Space Institute are
professor of optics, and two recipients of a recent grant
graduate students helped . from NASA
If their ultraviolet imaging
develop a solar X-ray telescope
spectrometer
is successful, the
to put aboard a GOES-N satelprofessors
will
become part of
lite, designed to monitor
the 2012 Radiation Belt Storm
weather activity.
"It was a very gratifying Probes mission.
All of their research is
project to be. involved with
because it 'Vas a major pro- designed to directly further
gram involving two federal satellite anti weather technolo- .
FROM

gy.

"Being here has allowed me
to work with the optical design
team," Eastes said
As a faculty member, he said
that he had more possibilities
in his work and with NASA
because of CREOL, the Center
for Research and Education in
Optics and Lasers.
Further NASA .c onnections
with UCF can be found within
the history of this university.
UCF founded the Florida
Space Institute; both,. in turn,
established the Florida Space
Grant Consortium in 1989.
These institutions are dedicated to space research and
undergraduate and graduate
scholarships.
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We,re oj)en every day.

Injuries and illnesses can happen anytime, requiring a doctor's care right away. Solantic is
open. every day of the year, provid~ng prompt, professional and friendly medical attention.
•Treatment for illnesses and injuries
• Onsite X-rays, lab tests and immunizations
• Physicals for school, sports or work
Come see us for the care you need to feel better now.
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~ 1 walk-in urgent care
. Great care. Fast and fair.
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New rules allow liquids back on planes
DANIEL YEE
Associated Press

Thavelers showed up at airports with toiletries stored in
zip-top plastic bags Tuesday as
they tried to comply with new
security rules allowing them to
carry on sm:aJ.J. amounts of liquids and gels.
''I was thrilled to hear yesterday that actually you. can carry
mascara on the plane,'' said Val
Chamberlain of Atlanta, who
showed security screeners a
plastic bag filled with mascara
and small toiletries.
Beginning Tuesday, liquid
and gel toiletries in 3-ounce containers or smaller are allowed if
they are in a .clear plastic, quartsized or smaller Ziploc bag.
Some items were permitted in
. any amount: saline solution, eye
drops and prescription and nonprescription medicine, according to Transportation Security
Administration
spokesman
Christopher White.
.
Drinks, liquids and gels purchased in airport stores inside
security checkpoints can be carried into passenger cabins, while
baby formula is allowed but will
be inspected.
"I was glad to see (the
changes):' said Vicki McGowan,
a professional meeting planner
at 02ildand International Airport
for at flight to Reno, Nev. "It's

good. It will make life easier for
"It's not worth the hassle,'' he
· said "I just don't want to deal
traveling."
''How can lipstick or mascara with it:'
put people at risk?'' she asked.
Keith Fogarty, 45, of NorJim Smith of the TSA said wood, Mass., was asked to check
most passengers at Hartsfield- a small bag after trying to carry
Jackson Atlanta International it through the us Airways secuAirport came prepared and rity checkpoint at Boston's
brought toiletries in plastic bags. Logan International Airport
But others first learned of the
Fogarty said he was aware
relaxed· guidelines only after some rule changes were taking
arriving and scrambled to throw effect, but didn't know what they
away larger items or fmd plastic were.
bags for toiletries.
"There's too many rules:' he
At Chicago's O'Hare.Interna- said. "I don't bother paying
tional Airport, . Ginni and attention. I just wait until I get·
Edward Dewbray were stopped here and ,they'll tell me what to
at the security line and told if do. If I have to check the bag, I
they wanted to bring a small bot- check the bag:' .
.tie of Oil of Olay lotion onto
In Washington, Homeland •
GENE BLYTHE I ASSOCIATED PRESS
their flight to North Carolina, Security Secretary Michael Transpo~ti!>n Security Administration officer Cannella Jones holds sample plastic bags with
they would have to put it in a Chertoff said the new rules "are liquids that are now accepted as carry-ons on Tuesday, at Atlanta's International Airport.
clear plastic bag. Edward Dew- likely to be with us for the forebray ~ed several other travel- seeable future:' Testifying items to be stored in bags quartAfter testing a variety of
ers for a bag and eventually before the House Homeland sized or smaller, but TSA offi- explosives, the FBI and other
found one.
Security Committee, Chertoff cials in Atlanta allowed passen- laboratories found that tiny
''It's an inconvenience," Ginni said the new rules would be in gers to board planes with items - amounts of substances can't
Dewbray said ''If they're going place for at least six weeks, but stored in one-gallon bags since blow up an airliner.
to stand there and ask you to he declined to say whether they Tuesday was the first day the
Leslie Walker, of Plano,
have plastic bags, they should would remain as long as six new rules were being enforced
Texas, was planning to carry her
· . If a passenger brings a con- makeup and drinks for her 5give them out They're not that months.
expensive."
Trash bins outside airport tainer larger than 3 ounces, it still year-old · daughter and 18Pat Henderson, of Palm security checkpoi,nts were filled must be put in checked baggage. month-old son onto their flight
· Coast, Fla., was among those with forbidden items. By 8 a.m.,
An outright ban on liquids, from Dallas-Fort Worth Internawho did not want to bother with a trash bin at a checkpoint in lotions and gels, ordered Aug. IO tional Airport to El Paso.
the new guidelines, throwing Atlanta was three feet deep with after an alleged plot to bomb
''It was really a relief to know
.away the deodorant and tooth- water bottles and 16-ounce con- U.S.-bound jetliners was foiled, that I didn't have to get here this
paste in his carry-on before tainers of toiletries, including is no longer needed, Transporta- morning and,repack everything.
tion Security Administration ·It saved me a little time," she
entering the security-check line shaving gel and hand lotion.
said
at the Atlanta airport
The new guidelines require chief Kip Hawley said Monday.
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·Awareness still spreading
J

•

COURTESY PROJECT DARFUR

ProJiect Darfur volunteers talk to approaching students at a T-shirt station. Students reorganized last week to support Global Day for Darfur.
FR01M
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of events held at UCF during
the week of February 27 in
which students from many
student organizations on campus pitched tents at the Memory Mall and lived there to
simulate life in .a Darfur
refugee camp.
Through a variety of speakers including political rapper
Chuck D and actress and
activist Mia Farrow, students
tried to raise awareness about
the ethnic struggle occurring
between Darfurians and the
Sudanese government
The success of Project Darfur spurred one of the project's
organizers, senior Dante Terminello, to create a nonprofit
organization called Project
Darfur Inc. that will act as a
tool in the community by
offering support with local initiatives, raising funds, networking and continuing to
increas.e awareness of what is
happening in Darfur.
"What we want to do is
start off small and really be a
tooL" Terminello said "If anybody else is doing an event
we're going to help them out:'
Terminello said that in

addition to a monthly newsletter it has begun, Project Darfur
Inc. is focusing its attention on
Siemens because they "give a ·
lot of money to the Sudanese
government for engineering
and things in that regard"
Terminello, as acting direc- '
tor of Project Darfur Inc., is
trying to start a "reinvestment
campaign" that he says
includes takiilg some of the
money given to the Sudanese
government and also giving it
to the impoverished Darfur
atea.
Another student-led effort
that has arisen from Project
Darfur is the organization of a
student group · on campus
whose mission is to help raise
awareness of Darfur in the
UCF community.
The student group is not an ·
official club at UCF; however it
is an organized group of concerned students who were
active during Project Darfur
arid now wish to keep that
campus activism alive.
More information on the
Global Day for Darfur can be
found at http://www.dayfor-

more awareness. "That's step
one. Step two is some sort of
hullllanitarian effort."
·
. · Julie Sackett, a sophomore
social work and philosophy
major, also helped run the Tshirt station during the week.
"There's a lot of question on
campus about what can we do
biecause we can't send our students over to Africa to be helpilllg,'' Sackett said
·~lot of it is mostly just that
vJre want the students to be raising awareness and to be letting
our campus and our communiqr know what's going on:'
She also said that they are
~oping for donations which
they can add to their.fund that
°"rill be sent to an aid organizati.o n in Darfur, and that there are
DilallY political options they are
considering as well
.
"A good political agenda
would be just to get to our repr11~sentatives, and maybe to do
tlhat, we could do another postc;ard campaign," Sackett said
Last spring during Project
Darfur students collected an
darfur.org.
e:stimated 500 postcards, signed
by people who attended the -~-----------------------'--------------------------------------"~
e·vents, and mailed them to the
VVhite House.
Demonstrations for Darfur
have been occurring all over the
ciountry.
A group called Africa Action
01rganized a protest on Sept. 9 at
Lafayette Square in front of the
'VJhite House where.30 proteste~rs carrying signs were arrested
The group wore shirts that
said·~ Tale of Two Genocides,''
which was the name of a report
published by Africa Action criticizing the U.S. response to the
Darfur and Rwanda genocides.
Also, many places around
the world hosted organized
gatherings on the Global Day
Jfor Darfur, including cities such
, :as New, York and Chicago.
Project Darfur w~ a ~eries.
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Coach calls loss
·'devasta~g;'
autopsy pending

Thomas'
goal in 77th
minute lifts
UCF .over
UCSB, 2-1

I

KRISTIE RIEKEN
Associated Press

NATHAN CURTIS
Staff Writer

•

he women's soccer team made a
statement Sunday
when they beat University
of California, Santa Barbara, 2-1.
They would like everybody to know that they are
now playing with great
intensity.
''We finished with an
.amazing crack from 30
yards out," coach Amanda
Cromwell said. "The team
responded · with eelmw
motivated and intensity.''
The amazing crack
came off the foot of freshman Becca Thomas with
just 13 minutes left in regulation.
I

•

•

•
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"Coach says to get in the gaps,"
Thomas said, "So I got ·in the gap
and intercepted the ball Since the ·
defense was playing so loose I took
a shot."
After the ball rocketed into ·t he
net the team went wild and there
was a collective sigh of relief of
breaking the two-game losing
streak that had recently bef~len
them.
UCF got behind early in the last
two losses to Florida State and
Kansas and had a difficult time
scoring to bring them back in the
• game. However, when Chandi
Bickford scored to put UCSB up 1-·
0 there was no feeling of 'here we ·
go again' on the UCF sideline.
"Right after the kickoff we got
down there and got the corner
kick," Cromwell said
30 seconds.after; to be exact.
Just 30 seconds after the goal
scored by Bickford, freshman
Sarah de Leon scored
the
.
. equalizer.
· De Leon booted the ball from 20
PLEASE SEE

WOMEN ON A9
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UCF senior forward Roberta Pelarigo dribbles the ball away from a California-Santa Barbara defender during the Knights' 2-1 win Sunday. UCF snapped a three-game losing
streak and now head into their final nine games of the season, all against Conference USA opponents.

Men's soccer drops C-USA opener to Tulsa
·Goal in 84th minute by Burkholder gives
Golden Hurricane a 2-1 -win; UCF now 2-6
MELISSA HEYBOER
Staf{Writer .

'

Entering their first Conference
USA match of the season, the UCF
men's soccer team (2-6-0 overall and
0-1-0 in conference play) had high
hopes of making a name for themselves early.
Qnfortunately, conference rival
Tulsa (3-5-0; 1-0-0) had.other plans, as
· a late second-half goal lifted the Golden Hurricane to a win ovet the Gold-

Rice DB
Dale Lloyd
dies after
Workout

en Knights 2-1 on Saturday.
"They played hard," head coach
Brent Erwin said ''We had some very
good performances from people.
There's a lot of good to take from it,
but we need to do what's necessary to
close it out and win."
Scoring opened early when a shot
from Tulsa's Matt Thomas found the
back of the net in the sixth minute.
Jose Parada was awarded with the
assist.
The Knights managed to answer

back, tying the score at one with a goal
in the 32nd minute. Sophomore Zak
Boggs hit sophomore Ryan Roushandel who connected with a shot to· the
back of the net from 10 yards out.
The score ·remained even at one
entering intermission.
Both Tulsa and UCF played tight,
·scoreless soccer until a gofil in·the
84th IDinute would give the Golden
Hurricane the advantage and the 2-1
win over the Kri.ights.
"For 60 minutes we played very
· well and controlled the game," ~
said. "For 29 minutes we played well '
enough. And then for that one minute ·
we did things that were 'just«not characteriStic of tis."

After beating three UCF defenders
'Tulsa's Eric Burkholder connected on
a shot to the right side of the net from
18 yards out. Eric Defreitas earned the
assist
"When you're . playing good
teams...those sorts of things cost you,"
Erwin said. "If you play 89 minutes
very good and one minute very bad,
that's what happens." ·
Tulsa fmished the game with a l&-7
shot advantage over the Knights and a
&-3 advantage in shots on goal.
Sophomore goalkeeper Marcus
Rein made four saves for the Knights
while junior goalkeeper. Dominic
PLEASE SEE

ERWIN ON AS

HOUSTON - The Rice University football team was going
through little more than a routine
workout-some light running in the
late afternoon-when Dale Lloyd
suddenly collapsed on the field.
Lloyd, a freshman on his way to a
redshirt season, told. his trainers he
didn't feel right. He was conscious
for the ambulance ride to the hospital. That was about 5 p.m. Sunday.
Less than 16 hours later, he was
dead.
On Monday, grief-stricken Rice
players and coaches were left to
deal with his
death, and were
still waiting for
answers.
"I just can't
describe
. the
pain we're feeling right now
and the shock,"
Rice
athletic
director · Chris
Del Conte said ' Lloyd
Monday. "It will
· take a long time
to digest. The coaches are crushed.
This is a tough time for all of us."
The 19-year-old Lloyd collapsed
on a day in which the temperature ,
in Houston had hit a high of 82. He
died about 9 a.m. Monday, school
?fficials said An ~utopsy was pendmg.
"No one knows what happened,'.'
Del Conte said "It's a mystery."
Although Lloyd didn't complain
of anything specific, he told trainers
he didn't feel right. Coaches met
with the team Monday afternoon to
talk about Lloyd's death.
"The Rice Owl family has suffered a devastating loss," Rice coach
Todd Graham said in a statement.
"Dale was a tremendous person·.
with the heart of a champion."
·
Lloyd played in Rice's season
opener against Houston but hadn't
played in the last three games. The
team plaxmed to redshirt Lloyd,
who played football and baseball at
Houston's Lamar High School .
"He was .a tremendous student
who happened to play football,''. Del
. Conte said, fighting baok tears. "His
smile just lit up the room."
Rice is scheduled to travel to face
Army on Saturday. Del Conte hasn't
made a decision on the status of the
game.
This isn't the first time Del
Conte has had to help a team deal
with tragedy. Before he was hired at
Rice in June, he worked as an associate athletic director at the University of Arizona, where two athletes
died suddenly.
·
Women's basketball star Shawntinice Polk collapsed and died in the
McKale Center last September
because of a pulmonary blood clot.
In 2004, Arizona football player
Mccollins Umeh, .a freshman, died
during a voluntary summer workout due to an enlarged heart.
"It's not something that you get
· used to,'' Del Conte said. "It's not
something where experience helps.
It's just devastation. It's one ofthose
things where you don't know what
to do."
Last summer, Missouri football
player Aaron O'Neal, a 19-year-old
linebacker, died of a viral illness
after collapsing during a preseason
workout.
A month later, · San Francisco
49ers' offensive lineman Thomas
Herrion died after a preseason
game due to heart disease.
Lloyd was selected to the Who's
Who Among American High
School Students and volunteered
with the Mayor's Youth Council.
He is survived by his parents,
Dale and Bridgette Lloyd, and tWo
brothers.
"I think we will all feel better in
this society when we have the
answers," Del Conte said, "and right
now the hardest part is we don't
have the answers."
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rwin ready for 'physical' Marshall team
Cervi finished with two for the
Hurricane.
· Ryan Roushandel led the
Knights with four shots and one
shot of goal
The Knights will be back in
conference action as they are set
to play host Marshall (3-5-1; 0-1-0)
on SatUrday in Huntington, W. Va.
at 7p.m. •
UCF, who settled for a tie last
year in their meeting with Mar" shall, knows they are in for a difficult match.
"We need to be combative,"
Erwin said. ''When you play a
team like Mar~ you know it's
going to be very physical...we
have to prepare for that:•
Heading into Saturday's game,
the Knights will also welcome
back five players to their line-up
who misse~ games due to red
· cards in an earlier match against
Wright State.
Despite missing games, Erwin
doesn't blame the last couple losses on being short-handed
''We're a team," Erwin said "If
we don't have a couple players, we
don't have a couple players. All
through the year, you're going to
lose players for different reasons...but we all step up together
and we make up for it:'

•
The 4-4-2 is used by tea.ms
with quick and talented
forwards. The four defenders
allow teams to maintain a
strong defense while attacking.
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Offense
Lf
CF
RF

Left forward
Centerforward
Right forward

l

1

Offense/Defense
LM
CM
RM

Left midfielder
Center midfielder
Right midfielder

Defense
Left fullback
Center fullback
Right fullback
Goalkeeper

TULSA GOLDEN HURRICANE

UCF GOLDEN KNIGHTS
Position:
UCFforward

Position:
UCF midfielder

Position:
Tulsa midfielder

PositiQn:
Tulsa midfielder

Key Play:

Key Play:

Key Play:

Key Pray:

Boggs'assist on Ryan
Roushandel's goal in the
32nd minute tied
Sunday's game at 1.

Scored his first goal of the
season on Sunday; the
strike came from 10 yards
out.

Scored his third goal of
the season in the 84th
minute to give Tulsa their
winning margin, 2-1.

Scored in the sixth
minute of Sunday's game
to give Tulsa a 1-0 lead
over UCF.

Women's basketball announces
schedule, .i ncluding trip to Bahamas
CHRIS HOYLER
Sports Editor

The UCF women's basketball team announced their
2006-07 schedule on Sept. 20,
with two home tournaments
and a trip to the·Bahamas standing out in the team's second
year in Coriference USA
The team will spend
Thanksgiving at the Junkanoo
Jam Tournament in Freeport,
Bahamas, taking on three postseason teams from last season
Baylor, the 2005 NCAA
National Champion, will take
on UCF to kick off the tournament on Nov. 24.
The Golden Knights will
play either South Dakota State
or Vrrginia, both 2006 WNIT
participants, the next night to
finish the tournament.
'"The team is looking forward
to the to'urnament in the
Bahamas," UCF coach Gail
Striegler said in a press release.
''We like to take the players
somewhere special and the
strong field at the Junkanoo Jam .
gives us the chance to play some
competitive games:• .
·

•

The 343 is used when teams
have fallen behind or want to
create more scoring chances.
The extra attackers can leave
the team weak on defense.

' MATT POWTI I CENTRAL FLORIDA.FUTURE ·

UCF senior forward Keunta Miles will lead the Golden Knigh~ this season as they play their
final season at the UCF Arena.

.1

The Knights will host their - . During winter break, the
first tournament of the season ~ts will host the UCF Hollon Nov. 17, bringing in Bowling day Classic, featuring ·J:':lorth
Green, Albany and Fairleigh Florida,·Florida A&M, Georgia
DickinSon for the UCF Golden State and the Kriights. · ·
Knights Tournament
UCF will take on North
Bowling Green will match Florida on Dec. 18 and ;FAMU
up with Albany and Fairleigh on Dec.19. .
Dickinson will battle the
Florida State, the fourth
Knights, with the winners of oppo~ent with 2006 postseason
each game to play for the championship the next night
PLEASE SEE UCF ON A9
J

Bucs' Simms out after spleen .r emoval
TAMPA - Chris Simms
took hit after hit, responding
the way football players are
taught.
He endured the pain and
kept playing.
"In .the huddle, he was gasping for air," Buccaneers receiver Michael Clayton said Monday, a day after the Tampa Bay
quarterback's spleen was
removed following a 26-24 loss
to the Carolina Panthers.
"He'd call part of the (pass)
routes, then gasp for air and
finish it.... Everybody was saying: 'Chris, are you ok?' You
could tell he was fighting it."
Simms is out indefinitely,
although coach Jon Gruden has
not ruled out his playing again
this season.
In the meantime, rookie
Bruce Gradkowski becomes
the start;er. Tim Rattay will be
. the backup, and the Bucs Will
explore signing a veteran to fill
in as the No. 3 quarterback
until Luke Mccown comes off
the physically unable to perform list.
~
The Bucs initially thought
the 26-year-old son of Super

Bowl-winning quarterback :Bay a 24-23 lead with five minPhil Simms had difficulty utes remaining.
Simms attempted.one more
breathing because of sore ribs
and dehydration, but rushed pass after that, overthrowing
him to St. Joseph's Hospital Joey Galloway on a deep route
when it became apparent the Gruden called on third and five
injury was more. serious.
from the Tampa Bay 25. A first
"He got hurt early in the down would have given the
game and was able to complete Bucs an opportunity to burn
the first hal£" Gruden said "He more time off the clock.
Instead, the Panthers drove
went into the locker room, was
diagnosed carefully and had no 48 yards in the final 1:41 to set
symptoms whatsoever of a up John Kasay's winning field
goal with two seconds left.
spleen injury.
Despite dropping to 0-3, ·
"lie got an Iv. ... He was persistent about playing and was Gruden was encouraged by the
confident he could fight way the team battled back after
trailing 17-0.
through it."
It was not clear if Simms
. Simms was a big part ofthat,
was hurt on a particular play or overcoming his seventh interif the injury resulted from an ception in three games ~o give
Tamp·a Bay the lead twice in
accumulation of blows.
Gruden felt the most dam- the ·second half.
.iHe's a tough guy," Gruden
aging may have occurred late
in the fourth quarter when said "There's been people out
Carolina's Al Wallace hit there that have questioned his
Simms on a pas$ play and land- ·toughness. Those people hopeed on top of the quarterback.
fully were silenced yesterday."
Gruden thought Wallace
Gruden said he didn't' learn
should have been penalized for Simms was in the hospital until
roughing the passer. Two plays he was driving home from the
later, Matt Bryant kicked a 28yard field goal that gave.Tampa
PLEASE SEE SIMMS ON A9
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come visit us at
· Market Day
in front of the
UCF Student Union
.
today from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Get your compUmentary
passes to an
advanced screening of

UCF"SmartCard
Accepted Here
Dean 8. University
3940 N. Dean Rd.

(407) 673-8888

•

I•
I

Oviedo

1020 Lockwood Blvd.

(407) 365-1999
Waterford lakes
12240 Lake Underhill Rd.

(407) 384-1221

. OPEN DAILY
AT 11AM

·'¥1

7:30 p.m., Wednesday,
September 27th
at the
Regal Winter Park
Village Theater

Starring: Gael Garcia Bernal, Charlotte Gainsbourg,
Alain Chabat, Miou-Miou.
Directed By: Michel Gondry
Passes are a~ailable on a first-come, first-serve basis.
One pass per pe.9Jon. Each pass admits two. No .
purchase necessary. Employees of all promotional
partners and tbe.ir agencies are not eli~le.

t
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Women squeak by Santa Barbara
UPCOMING GAMES
Friday -8 p.m.

AT Rice

.

ATHouston . Oct. 1-2 p.m.
Memphis

Oct. 6 - 7p.m.

UAB

Oct. 8 - 1 p.m.

ATECU

•

. Oct.13 - 4 p.m.

AT Marshall

Oct.15- Noon

ATS.Miss

Oct.21-2 p.m.

SMU

Oct. 27 - 7 p.m.

Tulsa

Oct.29-1 p.m.

I
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MATT POLLITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF senior forward Kristen Bilby's shot is stopped Santa Barbara goalkeeper Katie Wright during Sunday's game. Wright allowed.two goals on
five UCF shots.

•

"

I
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stadium and received a call
from the team trainer. He visited the quarterback early Monday and found him in good
spirits.
"He's going to be just fine....
His football career is in no
jeopardy," Gruden said
"He said it's the first time
he's ever been knocked out
with a sleeping pill and he didn't think .i t would work. ... He's
a great kid He's obviously very
frustrated, very disappointed,
that physically he can't play." _
Teammates were shaken
when they learned Simms had
surgery.
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Simms' career not in jeopardy;
·FSU defender suffers knee injury
FROM A8

·~

yards out and put it hlgh over
the hands of UCSB goaiie
Katie Wright.
And that intensity wasn't ·
just limited to goal scoring
either. UCF had 17 fouls ·a nd
received two yellow cards in
the match.
Perhaps what's most
important is that the win
brings UCF to a 4-4-1 record
and gives them their confidence back just in time for
conference games.
"This is huge going into
conference," Cromwell said.
"Getting the confidence of a
win is important."
UCF travels to Texas this
weekend to take on Rice and
Houston, and then will come
home to play Memphis and
UAB the following weekend
However, it's not just the win
over UCSB, who is now 2-4-3,
that gives UCF the fuel it
needs to torch the conference. They get that from the
teams they lost to.
"I think having our competitive schedule has helped
us prepare for conference,"
Thomas said. "We've been
playing tough teams."
They'll need all the prepa"'
ration they can get when the
take on the impressive 8-0-1
Rice Owls on Friday.

Some heard about it from
television reports, while Simeon Rice, who rarely reads the
newspaper or watches NFL
highlights on TV when the
Bucs lose, didn't find out until
he walked into the locker room
Monday.
"I just reaI.ly had a sick feeling," center John Wade said.
''I didn't even know what a
spleen was," rookie guard
Davin Joseph said "Talk about
toughening it out for 'the
team."

Clayton said anyone who ament in his left knee during
knows Simms knows that's the last weekend's game against
type of individual he is..
Rice.
"No matter how hurt he is,
Ball hurt his knee while on
he's going to want to play," kickoff coverage in the third
Clayton said "Sometimes that quarter in an Atlantic Coast
can work not in your best Conference game on Saturday,
interests."
where FSU won 55-7 over Rice.
Earlier in the game, Ball
Texas coach Mack Brown
related a story about Simms intercepted a pass and
facfug Nebraska in 2002, when returned it 54-yards for the
the former Longhorns quarter- · Seminoles, who did not pracback had an ugly looking dislo- tice on Monday.
cated finger on his throwing
The freshman had made an
hand.
instant impact for FSU, as a
Simms went to the sideline, staple on the team's third
had it popped into place and down defensive packages, and
fmished with 419 yards pass- also anchoring the Seminoles
ing, still a Texas regular season punt coverage.
record
He also played on both
"He wouldn't let us pull him kickoff coverage and punt
out of the game. He said returns.
. 'Please call timeout so they can
Ball, the younger brother of
pop it back in.' He didn't want Georgia Tech starting quarterto miss a play," Brown said. back Reggie Ball, is tied for
"His competitiveness, his fourth on the team in tackles
toughness, has never been a with 13, while also recordiilg
question."
two pass break-ups.
·
The 19th ranked Seminoles
Florida State loses another defen- (3-1; 1-1 ACC), have a bye this
sive starter to injury
Saturday before traveling to
face North Carolina State (2-2,
TALLAHASSEE - Florida 1-0) in an ACC game Thursday
State, freshman linebacker Oct. 5.
The game will be'nationally
Marcus Ball will miss the rest
ofthe season after tearing a lig- televised by ESPN.

UCF faces four 2006 postseason t~a~s
FROM A8

UCF will have two more
road games before the beginning ,of the spring semester,
~
ties, will come to the UCF traveling to Marshall on Jan. 5
and then to East Carolina on Jan.
Arena on Dec. 9.
"'Ii'aditionally we play a 7.
strong non-conference ·sched- · The home schedule will kick
ule in order to prepare for the off on Jan. 12 when UCF hosts
rigors of conference play," UAB.
UCF will play home-andStriegler said.
~
"This year we will be testing home series with the opponents
our team early against four that make up the Eastern Diviteams that participated in post- sion of C-USA football: Memseason play last spring. Those phis, Marshall, East Carolina.
games allow us to gauge our UAB and Southern Miss.
They will also host Hc~uston
performance · against some
and Rice along with defending
tough opponents."
Striegler's team will open up conference champion Tulsa.
Their toughest road stretch
their second season of C-USA .
play on New Year's Eve, making begins on Jan. 26, when they
the trip to Hattiesburg, Miss., to _ head to El Paso, Texas, to take
onUTEP.
.
\ , • ~ ~~ 5?U~~m Mfss.issippi
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They will play Tulane in
New Orleans two nights later
and end the stretch With a Feb. I
game in Dallas against SMU.
They wrap the schedule up
with five of th~ir last seven
games at the UCF A.(ena, where
they will be playing for the fmal
season.
On Feb. 24 Marshall comes
in and ECU pays a visit on Feb.
27 to firiish the regular season.
"Opening the conference
schedule with three games on
the road will be tough," Striegler
said, "but it will 'help us gain
valuable experience and down
the stretch.
"We will have home court
advantage for the final two
games as we push toward the CUSA Tournament;'
'

~
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EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT
Everyone 18+ welcome. VIP Special $100 bottles of Grey
Goose! FREE admission until 12 for all! Discounted admission
with College ID, ALL NIGHT LONG!

. 7)~ #~-~--·~_p_

·.

-A FREE DRINKS forall21+ until MIDNIGHT! ,~~~

.

vAtr $2 domestics and 2 for 1 shots after Midnight!

* VIP guests enjoy $100 bottle special

VIP Reservations

on select bottles.

407.981.7500

• -A $100 bottles of Grey Goose Vodka
, ~ 22 W . Church Street, Orlando, FL 32801 • 407 .849.0808 • www.clubparis.net
\i
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SGA eleCtions
.

are pure apathy
S

omething is ominously
wrong with our student
government
Student Government Association elections are going by
without a peep. All 52 seats are
up for electimL Out of those 52
seats, only 15 of them are challenged. What that means is that
only 15 senators have someone
actually running against them.
Let's break those figures
dowp. a little bit further. A sad 29
percent of senate seats are contested. Seventy-one percent of
senators get to keep their seats
without a fight
It gets worse. Three colleges
have no one opposing any of the
open seats. The Rosen College
of Hospitality Management has ·
two open seats and neither of
them are contested The College
of Education has six open seats
and none of them are contested
And the Burnett College of Biomedical Science~ one open
seat and it isn't contested.
It gets worse still. Four seat
have n<;> candidates in them
whatsover. The College of
Optics Photonics, graduate sniqies, undergraduate studies and
the regional campuses all have
seats available. No one is running for any of the seats.
Guess how they're filled The
SGA president appoints a candidate, and the senate approves.
This robs the UCF student population of its right to vote.
What is going on? We as a
country would lambaste any
government that had numbers
like these. If 69 percent of the
legislative body of a government

went \lD.Contested in elections,
we would laugh. We would hoot.
We would holler. And then we
would say that it obviously isn't
a true democracy. It. obviously
isn't a representative form of
government. If it was, the elec.,.
tions woul.d show that there is
an interest in that government.
Why should the SGA be held
to different standards? With figures like these, how can we say ·
that our student government is
any better than the 1984 government of Albania? There, the
president won an election with
95 percent of the votes because he was the only candidate.
And don't think for one
minute that SGA is an impotent
body of government. It controls
more than $ll million dollars of
student money. It makes policies
that directly affect all students.
This election has an air of
controversy about it. When an
outsider looks in and sees elections like this, he can only think
the worst How could these figures be explained any other

way?
It makes SGA look more like
a club and less like a governmental body. It looks as if members of the senate have formed
some kind of gentlemen's agreement to not run against each
other if it can be avoided This
of course isn't true. But the perception of injustice, the perception of corruption, can be just as
damaging to th~ credibility of
SGA as real injustice.
Elections are the lifeblood of
democracy. Elections give a

-Clinton takes a stand on
Fox News, Bush

I

voice to the governed. Elections
give the citizens of a country the
chance to dissect candidates and
decide if they are worthy of pub;lic service. SGA elections at
UCF are no different.
The students of this university have been let down They
have been let down by SGA,
they have been let down by their
school's newspaper and they
have let themselves down
. SGA needs to take actions to
prevent this from happening
during next year's elections. It
needs to take steps to inform the
entirestudentbodyaboutthe
senate elections, why they are ·
important and how they can get
involved
The best way to get involved
is to run for office. It doesn't
take much. With a little campaigning, a potential candidate
can get the 50 signatures from
people within their college to be
eligible for office. And if you are
elected, you can be involved and
make a difference.
And we here at the Future
take credit for this failure as
well. We didn't do enough to
inform the students of what was
going on. We didn't profile the
candidates. It will not happen

again.

.

Students need to wake up. It's
apathy like this that promotes
corruption and injustice in the
government. SGA can only do so
much to enc<:>urage the students
of UCF to become involved
Steps need to be taken to fix
this. The failure of this election
reflects poorly on all UCF students.

But who could have known that lying about
weapons of mass destruction and invading a country that posed no real threat to the U.S. wol.lld get
anyone killed?
Other Democrats are likely tQ follow Clinton's
example and stand up for them5elves against attacks
by conservative spin doctors. They're likely to call
out Republicans for their mistakes, and they're likely to stop being wishy-washy on every issue Repub-·
licans throw in their faces.
And it's about damn time.

If you're a Bush supporter, how do you explain
the blundered eight months before -Sept. ll, 2001,
where little was done to stop those attacks?
Easy. You blame it on former President Bill Clinton.
In an iD.terview on FOX News Sun.day, interviewer Chris Wallace asked Clinton why he hadn't done
more to kill OSama bin Laden after the attack on the
U.S.S. Cole while he 'was in office.
.
But there's. no way Wallace could have anticipat:.
ed Clinton's answer.
lil a finger-waving, passionate response, Clinton
defended his actions and said that even though he
The Transportation Security Administration
didn't kill Laden, he did try.
decided Monday to relax some of their restrictions
Clinton explained that he left a detailed battle on bringing liquids onto commercial aircraft. .
plan on how to kill Laden for the Bush administraWhile the changes are a welcome relief to pastion after he left office, but that plan was soundly sengers, there is still a fundamental flaw in the way
ignored,
that we handle airline security in this country. We
That is until after Sept. 11.
aren't proactive. Instead, we simply react to the
"They [the Bush Administration] had eight most recent attack or attempted attack and try to
months to try," he said ''They did not try. I tried So retrofit our security to these threats.
I tried and failed"
Terrorists aren't stupid They will continually
Clinton then went on to accuse Wallace of exe- adapt to anything we do to screen them.
cuting "a nice little conservative hit job" on him.
Terrorism as a whole is a new threat to the U.S.
Wallace was to focus half the interview on the But other countries have been dealing with these
Clinton Global Initiative and the other half on any- threats for a much longer time. It's time we learned
thing he wanted But Wallace tried to ''nail" Clinton from the experts.
early on in the interview; sparking the passionate
Take Israel, for example. The Israeli airline El Al
response from the former president.
has long been considered the safest airline in the .
Clinton asked Wallace why he never asked these world It hasn't been attacked in over 30 years and
questions with the conservative politicians h~ inter- no flight leaving that airport has ever been
viewed and, in so many words, "outed" the Fox net- hijacked.
work for being the conservative mouthpiece that it
The most important difference in their security
is.
is what ~ey focus on. In America, we focus on
This was the first time Clinton had been inter- . things. We try to stop terrorist threats by keeping
viewed on Fox and we're pretty sure it will be the the tools terrorists use to hijack airplanes off the
last. In this interview; Fox uncovered the one thing it planes.
fears most: a Democrat with a backbone.
In Israel, they focus on people. Bombs don't
The interview proved that Clinton is everything hijack planes, people do.
. President Bush isn't: charismatic, intelligent, popuThat's why Israeli security officials regularly
lar and steadfast. Clinton can admit.his mistakes, engage in conversations with prospective passenlogically explain his actions and doesn't function in gers. They are trained to spot the human inconsisthe "I'm always righf' bubble that Bush has comfort- tencies that can be the telltale signs of terrorists. ·
ably inhabited for the duration of his administration. Examples include odd facial exi)ressions, nervous
And, no matter how you feel about the Monica behavior and bulky clothing. .
Lewinsky s~dal, you have to admit that Clinton's
It's time we started screening for the human eleindiscretions have never killed anyone.
ment of terrorism, and not just bombs.

Airport security focused
oh objects, not people
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.This customer is.
always·right

C.1

.

'

my poor service experience. I
Good customer service is
remember pounding my fist in
dead I spend money and I
solidarity with Vmcent Ferrari
expect to be serviced I expect
quality assurance when I invest
when he was unable to cancel his
AOL account. After calling the ·
in a product or a process. I am
not paying for apathy, miscon800 number and waiting for 15
duct, disrespect or a language
minutes listening to recordings' .
and prompts, he was finally conbarrier; I am handing you item A
for item B. I am investing in your
nected to a service agent.
ability to satisfy me.
For four minutes Ferrari was
ABEER B. ABDALLA
harassed about why he was canI will offer the proper cadence
Senior Staff Writer
in my voice to show my genuine
celing his account. Ferrari argued
appreciation for your effort when
that he no longer used the prodit is merited I will say ''please" and "thank
uct and would appreciate the account being
closed The agent could not understand ·how
you" when appropriate. I do not want to hear
about you being tired, overworked or undersuch a request cowd be made. 'M right,
fed, or hear you wax and wane to your colsomeday when you calmed down," said the
agent, "you're gonna realize that all I was tryleague about your hedonistic personal life.
ing to do was help you and it was actually in
I appreciate that you may not like your
work. I understand that you are a visionary
your )>est interest to listen to me."
artist on the verge of your big break, but I
Ferrari was further scolded, and the agent
would like for you to have some appreciation even asked to speak to his father, not believand pride in where you spend your time,
. ing that 30-year-old Ferrari was acting on his
because it will directly affect to my eXperiown behalf:
ence.
I am not against corporate stability or
I don't expect help beyond your job
growth. I am not anti-globalization. I frequent
Starbucks and, dare I S;aY, Wal-Mart.·
description. If I go to Neiman Marcus I
expect you to have a ginger-brown shirt
The managers and employees on campus
flown in from Milan by closing time to match work diligently to properly train their staff. I
have never had a cold latte, an undercooked
my eyes, but if I order a taco I don't expect
you to put tarter sauce in my bag just because sandwich; or had my account mismanaged
your establishment also sells fish sandwiches. twice. Mistakes happen, but when I've utilized the proper channels, I've never been
I hate when people justify po<'>r customer
service because of the age of the server, or
disappointed at UCF.
assume that someone under the age of 30 will
I won't apologize for requesting what I
not be able to administer your request on
ordered to my exact specifications. If I've
paid you, and you offer a product, we have
generational status alone. My youthful glow
established a contract and I will hold you to
is not indicative of my inability to offer you
what you require, and please do not ask for
it. Personal responsibly and accountability
my supervisor when I do not fulfill your
allows us to be architects of our own design,
request on the off-chance that his maturity
dictating a pleasant experience for ourselves,
even if all I am doing is getting fries with
will better serve your needs.
that.
Establishments are just as accountable for

,,

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be amsidered fur publication, letteJS to the editor should
not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online at www.Centra/FTorid4F(Jture.com or fa>C them to
407447-4556.dUestions? GiU 407-447-4558.
·

READER VIEWS
SGA leaders failing the students,
need to f6cus on rights, not fluff
One thing I have noticed is that the Student Govetnment AsSociation president.and
vice president can complain a lot and do
nothing. The past few articles published in
the Future are all about decisions made that
they have no control over. Then they go
straight to the Future and scream foul. They
are elected officials that were voted into
office to represent us and so far they have not
done anything.
,
Which leaves a question: What are they
actually doing? They are now complaining
about a constitutional clause that was passed
long ago about line of succession. What does
that have to do with students? Instead of
doing things for all students, .they do things
for a select few. Buses to the UCF-USF
games, drinking and drinking games at tailgating, old laws that only affect SGA. What
about free-speech rights, more parking lots,
more shuttles to UCF, better funding for the
Campus Activities Board to put on events
like concerts, comedians and speakeri;? All of
these things affect a greater amount of students.
The actions of the president and vice
president are examples of why the voting is
wrong. The whole political process is to
bribe people with food, shirts and other little
items for a vote. Then we get presidents who
have no idea what to do.
In the tailgating drinking game ban President White and Vice President Stout were
there for the summer. Then, when it came to
the fall, they disappeared and allowed the
Alcohol tJse Policy Task Force to pass any-

thing. This just shows that they are not doing
their job, which is to fight for students' rights. ·
- BRIAN VILIAR
History major

,,..,,'

. Terrorists should apologize,
Pope was right
Pope Benedict XVI did not anger every
Christian several weeks ago when he quoted
material during his speech. Catholic and Jewish
civil rights groups issued an advertisement in
the Washington Post on September 25 "calling
on all people of good will to stand in defense of
the pope and to condemn violenc~ and intimidation." It doesn't take a research scientist from
UCF to see the correlation between Islamic
extremists and acts of terror. Think of Sept 11
Those terrorists were not atheists that
decided to kill thousands of innocent civilians.
Terrorists, like Osama bin Laden, justify their
actions in the name of Allah.
It is apparent, however, that not all Muslims
believe in this level of extremity. But it becOmes
difficult to distinguish the benign and wholesome individuals when there are outrages from
large groups of Arabs, Arabs who have killed a
nun in Somalia and have burned down churches across the globe because of a speech, a
speech that outlined the reputation they have
built for themselves over the decades.
Reacting in SU.ch a barbaric manner is not ·
the way to reverse this reputatioIL This type of
terror needs to be stopped, but it won't stop if
there are those who wish to appease these terrorists by begging for apologies.

\)

r.

-CARL HENDERSON

ManagemetJt information systems pending
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I·F YOU SPEAK A
FOREIGN LANGUAGE,
SEE THE WORLD •
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If you speak a foreign language or are currentl'y learning one, we
have countless opportunit i es await ing you in A i r Force ROTC .
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SGA.uc .edu

•Tuition assistance

• Officer commission

• Monthly living allowance

• See the world.

Our current language ne.eds i nclude Chinese. Persian , Hindi,
Indonesian and countless others .

Call 1-866-4AF-ROTC or visit AFROTC.COM.

t

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online 24 hrs/day:
wwwKnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-FU-A

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

·

CLASSIFICATIONS
Rate

100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 am. - 5 p,m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-lime
Help Wanted: Full-lime
BusinessOpportunities
For Rent Homes
For Rent Apartments
Roommates ·
Sublease
For Sale: Honies

c
c
(

B
B
B
A
A
B

325
350
375
400
500

600
700
800
900

RATES

Rate
For Sale: Automotive B
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
A
Services
B
Announcements
A
Traver
B
Worship
B
Miscellaneous
B
Wanted
B

Rate A

First issue:
Each addl issue:

$6
$4

RateB
$9
$6

Rate C

,

$}8

$J2

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and ;view classified ads online 24 hours a day

'"'

l

rr!Tl1 HELP WANTED:
~General

BARTENDERS WANTED.
'$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

If you are energetic and have an interest in making a difference in the
lives of children, consider a career at the Positive"Place for Kids.
We have positions as Chef, Chef Assistant, Membership Clerk, Program
Assistant, Development Department Assistant (Grant Writing).
Please see our website at www.bgccf.org for additional details.

Women ages 21-30 you can help mak~ a
miracle happen! Egg donors needed to
help women who are waiting to become
moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909
Full or Part nme Position available at
leading Software Company.
installations, Demonstrations,
Trainings, Support, Quality Assurance.
·
Submit Resume to
JRP@Propertylnsight.biz

Send resume with cover letter to hr@bgccf.org or fax to 407-872-7796.
EOE/DFWP

YOU

Jenr:iy

COURSE FACILITATORS NEEDED ON
WEEKENDS! ~10/hr fun, challenging
job working at the Girl Scouts of
Citrus Council. No previous
challenge course experience needed.
We'll train you in the skllls needed to
facilitate groups and lead high-ropes
challenges. Flexible parttime schedule: You'll join a
dedicated, fun staff of facilitators who
enjoy working in a positive
atmosphere. Call us at 407-896-4475
ext. 1313 ore-mall to sgardner@cltrusgs.org for more information. .

called
yet?

CONSULTANTS/SALES & CUSTOMER' SERVICE

NOW HIRING THROUGHOUT ORLANDO!
.

EARN MONEY FOR SCHOOL!

'

""

Learn to be a lawyer before

Seeking motivated people to fill several
openings for Weight Loss ConsultanVSales
and Customer Service Positions.

•
•
•
•

MOVERS - Helpers/Drivers needed w/full
size truck. Part-time and full-time. week
ends, avg $20/hr Call 407-774-2031

Paid Training/Certification
Full & Part-Time Positions
Excellent Benefits & Paid Time Off
Generous Discounts & Advancement

Valet Parking Attendant M-F, 10-6pm
$8-$9/hr close to I-Drive area.
Clean background.
Call Brian at 800-310-7275 ext. 228
FAST CASH!!!
FEMALE MODELS WANTED:
18·25. Weight: 100-120 Height: 4'8" to
5'1 O". For lingerie photo & portfolio
demo's. Call 321-438-0077. FAST CASH!

The Liquid Cellar of UCF -now hiring
!Ill positions, bartenders, doormen, · ·
servers, cooks - call 407-616-5785 127pm
.Now hiring Attractive Ladies.
No experience necessary. Busy escort
service needs dependable people.
Excellent pay split. Call 407-538-5963

Classified sales rep

1-888-848-9675
Media Code: AFM Job Code: 9010C

Coffee, sandwiches, food prep. Good
references & food exp required.
Prr or Frr. Will train, $7.50/hr + tips
call Donna 407-509-7154

$5,842 FREE Cash grants. Never
Repay! FREE grant money for School,
Housing, Business, Real Estate. For
listings 1-800-509-6956 e_xt. 810

Call Anne
407-671-7143

been. And what you vc been m.issing .
1

Unwrap Something Better

NOW' HIRING ALL
POSITIONS
&

Team Members

www.bkcareers.com

r-------------------------------------------,
·-------------------------------------------·

I

o

I
I

I
f

Burger ~ing C:orportrlion is an Equal Opportunity Employer ancl maintains a
clrug·lroo workplace. TM - • 0 2006 Burger King Brands, Inc. All rights roservccl.
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Affor£fabte ttovi.ttow~rS~~p!

FORCE

• Mostly evening hrs 5-9 pm
• Occasional 9 am - 1 pm
·About 16-20 hours/wk
• $_8 & up

Please visit your local BK or visit us

SPECIAL OFFER CODE 6004

~S. AIR

NEVER SALES

Restaurant Management. Shift Coordinators

www.ChristmasKing.com

\.j
.......

Conducting opinion
research from professional
Winter Park office

Ready for that truly mouth-watering
opportunity? The one that makes you wonder
what you've been doing. Where you've

Bagel King Customer Service

Earn thousands of dollars in just one
holiday season hanging Christmas lights.
Everything you need to know is in The
Christmas Kings basiness starter kit.
Learn more at

www.jennycraig.greatjob.net

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER

Childcare for 3 and 5 year old
afternoons from 3-7 in Lake Mary.
Must have early childhood experience .
and references. Must have reliable .
transportation to pick up children from
school. Help with homework, snacks.
Please call 407-920-1116

Christmas lights.

Call or apply online today:

MARKET RESEARCH

needed for the Central Florida
Future. Outbound sales exp. requ.
Make up to $~+/hr. Monday
afternoon•and Tl~ursday morning
availability a plus. E-mail resume to
miiam@knightnewspapers.com.

Earn $$$$$$$ hanging ·

Must have 6 months sales or customer service experience
and be able to work some evenings and weekends.

.,

Prr Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayaftemoon.net"'
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouih.net

law school. Fast paced local practice
seeking bright, motivated individuals
considering law school and have 1-2
years left before going. Fax Resume
407-648-4614

WE OFFER:

Part-time delivery driver, starting pay
$10-$12/hr includes tip. Full-time/ Parttime dishwasher, must have at least 1
year experience. Starting pay $8/hr + tips.
Call 407-658-6615

Upscale Tanning Salon Orlando Area
NOW HIRING
Great pay, great benefits
Call now 407-423-9555 contact Laine

12 PART-TIME CHALLENGE

Have

Prr and Frr Positions Available
Looking for Male or Female
companions/personal care work w/
special needs adults. Flex. hours.
$9.50/hr 407-733-0029

i

--

CROSS INTO Tl!E BLUE

G

T

ff P

.Brand New 2 & 3 Bedroom Townhomes and Flats from the $200's
• Private Gated Entry

• Resort-Style Pool with Sun Deck ·

• Elegant Clubhouse

• Preserve and Lake Views Available

• State-of-the-Art Fitness Center

• Private Garages Available

Regent Park brings the best of both wo11lds together in a brand new luxury
residential ·1ownhome in Orlando. Close to 1-4 and The Florida Turnpike,
Regent Park is a short drJve to Disney World arid Universal Studios, and it's
just minutes fmm downtown, providirig easy access to highly rated schools,
elil<:Jmpionship golf, world-class shopping, dining and many of Central Florida's
most popula( entertainment destinations. From its meticwlous landscaping,
inoreditille arnen]1ies and prime location. Regent Park strikes the perfect
J::>alance between quality, comfort ar:id luxury.

. STUDY THE SAVINGS OF BUYING ·VS. RENTING HERE:·;:·._:·.
•

'

•

'

I

http://www.cornerstonegrp.com/finance/rentvsb~y.aspx

I

15 South Dean Road, Orlando, FL 32825

407.381.3040 www.RegentPark.us
More

men

and

women

on

the

front

lines

are

surviving

l-ife-threatening

injuries

than ever before for one reason: We have the most elite nurses in the world. As a
U.S. Air Force nurse, you receive the most advanced training and have access to the
t

.

best medical technology on t~e planet. And whether you·re treatin.g Airmen on foreign
.

soil or their families on bases here in the U.S.. you can put all of that training to use.
If you're interested in learning more about a better place to practice medicine. call or
visit us online.

1-800- 588- 5260 • AIRFORCE.C~M/HEALTHCARE

Sales Center Hours:
Mon::Sat: -10am to 6pm, Sun: 12pm to 5pm
Directions:
408 to Dean Road, turn south V4 mile, Regent Park \YUi
be on your left.

~

Another Cornerstone Group"Community. ~
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EARN
UP.TO
$170/MO.

Female student wanted for Waterford
Landing apartment. Fully furnished .
One mile away from UCF. $530/MO
· includes utils. Call 954-304-4333

. . donating
plasma regularly

•

SPfCIAl

~10 OFFfR

CLASSIFIEDS

F roommate wanted in 3BD/3.5Bath
townhome Brand new 1Omin from UCF
$475+utls $333 security required
contact Jessica 407-766-2345

Spot the Spoof each Monday -and win free pizza!

Large room in 4/2 house, 5 minutes from
UCF. HDTV, huge living room, and
POOL!! Rent is $420 a month plus 114
utilities. Call Kristian at 407 970-9799
A male or female roommate wanted in
nicely furnished 3 story townhouse In
Baldwin Park. 3BD/3BA $700 +
utilities. Call 321-460-0062

New Donors
Bring this ad
for $5 extra
on 2nd and
4th donation.

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com/spotthespoof

Two Rooms for Rent in 3/2.5 Townhouse ·
1500 sq.ft. located in Waterford Lakes
Area $525/mo includes everything. For
more info Call Angela 321-662-8754

Solve the Sudoku puzzle and Crossword in every issue!

Spacious rooms available in New Home
minutes from UCF and VCC. All utilities
included, $500/month.
407-736-1116

Pface and view ads online anytime at:

Room f<?r rent in 2 story house in Oviedo,
4 miles from UCF, high speed internet,
$420/month all utils included.
Contact Mark 407-256-9574.
1 Minute to UCF. House w/ room to rent,
non-smoker, no pets, all util. incl.
$600/mo. Call 239-633-4853

....

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
SUDOKU

'

9 4
Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www .dciplasma.com
321-235-9100

6
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1/1 in a 313 for SPRING semester!
Furnished, shuttle to campus.
$540/mo. FEMALES ONLY!
Call (954)444-0010 or email
KellyLK2888@aol.com

<

Pegasus Pointe Sublease, 212 Male
roommate very clean and quiet, brand
new carpet, first floor! $460/month for
spring/summer. Call Ryan at
954-579-1350!
Sublease ASAP: 1 of 2 bedrms, Orlando
townhouse, $500/rrionth incld. all util.,
large bedrm, personal bath. Call (352)
551-4131.

I

Immediate PM Shift Available!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fun Envi,ronment
Growth Opportunities
Flexible Schedules AM/PM
$8 - $15/hr average
Weekly Paychecks
Weekly Bonuses
Paid Training

4 Towntiomes for rent in Avalon Park.
Close to UCF & Downtown. Basic
cable included. For more information
call Jenny or Daniel at 407-716-3154
or 51 6-603-3573

· Call and Set-Up and Immediate Interview!
Bring' a Friend and ask us how you can receive

$100 Referral Bonus!
North Orlando/UCF: (407) 673-9700
3592 Aloma Ave, Snite 6, Winter Park. FL 32792

Apply Online: www.DialAmerica.com/WinterPark
~OialA!Mrk:a
South Or~ndo: (407)-243-9400
~ MAR f\F.TtNO I~

Driver Helper for Habitat for Humanity
.
M-F 12:30-4:30, $7/hr.
Call 9am-3pm 407-688-8874
Mystery Shoppers
Earn up to $150 per day. Exp. not
required. Undercover shoppers .
needed to Judge Retail and Dining
Establishments Call 800-722-4791
CHILDCARE for 1 yr old in our
Chuluota home T/WfThr 7-3:30
James@TheMatthewGroup.com
407-383-9122 or 407-221-5329
Servers Wanted. Experienced PT
servers wanted for Tuscany's
Restaurant. Short hours, great pay. Call
407-366-3375 or 407·968-9591
Help Wanted Part-Time administrative
assistant. General office work, flexible
hours, prefer mornings. Start at $8/hr
Winter Park area. Contact
andrew_lawson@us.aflac.com .

TALL, STRONG ENERGY
DRINK SEEKS
bright, outgoing, energetic person
for good times around town. Must
enjoy meeting new people.
Knowledge of local· geography, a
clean driving record and a passion
for life required. Bilingual' a plus.
Become a member of the Orlando
Mobile Energy Team. As part of
the team, you'll seek out people in
need of energy and introduce them
to benefits of Red Bull.

Office Assistant needed for growing
Catering company. Hours: 10am-4pm
Mon-Fri. Btwn !i;7.50-$8.50/hr.
Please call 407-339-2433.

Red Bull"
~~

4BD/2BA completely furnished, $500 +
share of electricity. Internet, W/D, nonsmoker, no pets.
Call 407-399-2984
Brand New House for rent in Oviedo
area clos&it:o:ruscawlHa and Red-Bug.
312 +den, beautiful lakevlew $1600/mo
Call Sue 407-679-3737
For rent: 4BD/2BA Home In
Ashington Park close to UCF.
Immaculate throughout, Includes .
W/D a.nd all appliances. No Pets.
$1000 deposit, $1450/month. Please
call 1-800-681-7530 ask for Lee.
Avalon Park -New 3/3.5 townhome,
gated, clubhouse, pool. Features security
system, 2 Car Garage, recessed lighting,
moen fixtures.and tile. Minutes from
UCF, 408, 417, & d'town Orlando. Avail.
, 10/15/06. $1600 per month
Call 404-542-4793

Brand New Home ready to
move, loaded with extras. Timber
Springs at Avalon Park. 4BD/3.5BA
with 3 car garage and central air
conditioning. Near to shopping center.
Asking price $2500/mo.
Call 917-686-8805
4/2 on Rouse and University, wood and
tile floors, fireplace, 1700 sq. ft, on ski
lake, entertainment welcome, secluded
on 5 acres, $2000/mon.
Call Billy 407-497-4188
TOWNHOUSE for rent near UCF
2 bed 2 bath w/ fenced in yard
Small pets allowed w/ extra deposit
$875 month - James 407-977-1292

RENTING DAYS ARE OVER!
Own for just $2500 down, no closing
costs.
Luxurious, 1,2,3 bdr condos
(407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

Bagel King Cafe Manager
FIT 1O:OO+comm. M-F
· Call Donna 407-509-7154
Front Desk Assistant needed for Apt.
complex in Lake Buena Vista. Full-Time,
great pay and benefits. Fax resume or
inquiry to 407-827-1255

WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN!
1,2 and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com .
NO MORE RENT! Own a luxurious
1,2, and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.

ENfRG 'I' ORINK

Oat:ional
Lending_ Corponttion

Loan originators needed! Potentially earn
$3000-$5000/month. No exp. needed,
full training provided, no license req'd,
earn while you learn, work towards
ownership, FfT & PfT avail. Contact
Kristin at 954-822-4908 or
Toll Free1 -866-275-8945

Classy Homes/Vacation Homes of all
sizes I Built In 2005-06
Near UCF: Orlando, OVledo, Winter
Springs, Maitland, Kissimmee, &
Davenport. Rent entire ho1J1e from
$1250 and up or share from $375 and
up, master $575 and up. Share the
most luxurious homes w/ others on a
joint lease. We match you perfectly w/
other professionals & pay referrals.
Call 407-716-0848, 407-334-6658
Nal'lcepropertylnvestments.com

NEW WINTER PARK CONDO
For Rent
2br/1 bth $900-$1000
3br/2bth $1150-$1200
2 miles from downtown. Winter Park
Call for appointment (407)628-4441
New Condo 3/2+Den
15 min away from UCF
Hardwood Flrs,Grnt.ctr SS appliances
W/D. $1350. 407-482-0257.

LOOK!ll
2 bdrms avail in a large house close
to UCF. Includes In-ground pool, W/D,
& full kitchen. $350/mo. + split utll.
Call 407-619-5642, leave messag~.

Room for Rent in Beautiful
residential community. $500/mo.
Femi'!'5 only.
Call 9,.-436-8924

5 MIN. TO UCF. 4/2, 1,944sf, fenced
yard, built 1997, CLEAN, perfect for
roommates! Owner willing to do lease
purchase, why rent when u can own??
Jennifer w/ Exit RE Results 407-718960~ www.jenkellerhouse.com
Beautiful 3035sqft Home 4mi/UCF only
$369k! 4BR/3.5BA w/Loft/Wood Firs/
Tile/Walk-in-Pantry! 21x18 Fam & Master
BR! Priv. BA in 2nd BR! 407-230-6976
DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious
1, 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes
(407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
JUST $2500 GETS YOU IN!
No closing costs, luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr
condos, Waterford Lakes, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious
1, 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes
(407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
$2500 DOWN, NO CLOSING COSTS
Luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr condos,
Waterford Lakes, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
10 MINUTES FROM UCF
Former student has 4/2 home for sale.
Eat-n kit, split bdrms, fenced, 1car gar.
Motivated to sell. $237,900. Call Joyce
at Century 21 Oviedo. 407-366-5837
,

HOUSES FOR SALE
Avalon Park Area
Free recorded messages:1-800-539-0858
4bed/4bath/POOL dial ext 1091
5bed/4bathlconservation: dial ext 1071
Sellers motivated, make offer today!
Call Monica B/Keller Williams Advantage
Realty II direct: (407) 222-3488.
office: (407) 353-5911
Metro at Michigan Park Condos.
Final Close Out Sale. Close to dwntwn.
Spacious designer units. Call Gary
407-353-6600. GreatSpacePlace.com

Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322
Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322

HATE PAYING RENT? Own a luxurious
1,2, and 3 bdr condos. just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

If interested in joining the

Red Bull team, apply at
www.recruit.redbullmet.com.

Beautiful 3/2 house two blocks from
UCF campus. Cathedral ceilings,
ceiling fans and big 1830 sq. ft.
Refrigerator, range, dishwasher. Quiet,
safe family neighborhood. Nearly new
house ideal for couple or UCF.
$1400/mo. RELAWYER777@aol.com
or 407-366-6979

Oviedo Luxury Townhouse- Biltmore
3BD/2.5BA, garage. screened patio,
gated community, pool, jogging, close to
Oviedo Mall, $1600/month
Call 407-249-0046 or 407-484-8505
Waterfoi'd Lakes, The Crest
We need one roommate In a Luxury
Condo 2br/2ba,W/D,cable TV, HS
Internet, tel, pool, gym.all Included,
$650/month, Call"407-247-6423

Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table •.carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250. Set-up available.
407-831-1322
Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery
available. 407-331-1941

Mattress Sets for Sale
Brand New beds never used - Stlll In
factory plastic. Twin Sets $100, Full
Sets $110, Queen Sets $160.
Can Dellver! (407) 846-8822

t.~tJth~
D0 Nft TI o"N-(/
Egg Donors Needed

Up to $10,000
Compensation!!!
Kind, Healthy, Responsible
Woman ages 19-30
Red/Blonde/Brunette Hair
Blue/Green/Hazel Eyes
Je'wish/Asian/European
Athlete/Tall/Dimples
Musically/Artistically Gifted
High ACT/SAT aPlus!

Call (800) 563-0098

or
www.LovingDonatio"tcom

,1 5

7

6

9

1

2 5
9 -5
7
·-.-- r·~ 8
31

!OPEN HOUSE! 212 townhome;tile;walkin closet;a MUST SEE! This Sat.
from 104. 32826 407-928-5895

8

..............

© Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats. ·

Monday puzzle:
Easy level
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

l

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Destined
· 6 Cincinnati nine
1O Pub projectile
14 "Aida" or
"Carmen"
15 Organic
compound
16 Needle case
17 Kind of numeral
18 Conception
19 Conduit
20 6th sense
21 Ballerina's skirt
23 Harder to
swallow?
25 First match
27 Hams it up
28 Stable dweller
30 Chest of drawers
32 Quickly!
33 Alleviate
34 More modern
38 Expose publicly
39 Museum
purchases
40 Regular or hightest
42 "Roses
red ... "
43 Town leader
45 Corn units
47 Handhold
48 Centers
50 Nabisco cookie
51 Counsel
54 Meeting outline
56 Cargo cases
57 Moderate
58 Shaq's
playground
61 Feather fall
62 QED part
64 Temple table
66 Cosmo rival
67 Frozen fog
68 Actress
Witherspoon
69 Lost traction
70 Natterjack
71 Parties in a
conflict
1
2
3
4
5

© 2006 Tribune Media Services. Inc.
All rights reserved.

Said again ·
Tolerates
Female deer
Lists of
candidates
1O Regret deeply
11 Like Pisa's
tower
12 New Delhi
currency
13 Stadium levels
22 Reporting to
24 Prayer enders
26 Type of talk
28 Lady's address
29 Katmandu's
place
31 Set apart
35 Deserved
36 Niagara's
source
DOWN
37 Emilio Estevez
Fairway alert
film, "- Man"
PFCs' addresses 39 Get up
For a limited time 41 Balance sheet
Paleozoic, e.g.
item
"Divine Comedy" 44 Left off the list
poet
46 Mobile home?

·

6
7
8
9

Last issue solved
47 George Burns
part
49 Gobi, e.g.
·51 Summits
52 Comical
53 The 4 Seasons
singer Frankie

55 Approaches
59 Foundation
60 Greek god of
war
63 Carnival city
65 Hawaiian
garland

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Horse back riding lessons in exchange
for barn work. Approx. 20 hrs per week,
south Sanford area.
Call 407-314-0031
Econ Grad available for private tutoring.
Reasonably priced. Macro, Micro, etc.
Call Courtney 407-376-9929.

GMG TRANSPORT $50 R/T
New express bus service to So Fl
Depart UCF campus Fri 4:30 pm
Leave Miami Sun 6:00pm (also others)
(352)336·7026 www.gmgtrans.com

Florida's Hottest Adult Dancers!
Male/Female Exotic entertainers for
whatever your reason to party! $25 OFF
when you mention this ad.
www.socoentertainment.com or
407.227.1485 $$-ALWAYS HIRING
QUALIFIED TALENT-$$
Are you struggling in Spanish? Native
Spanish speaker can help you with
grammar, reading, writing, pronunciation,
etc. Flex. scheduling. Call 954-254-2493.
Top Grade Tutoring. Tutors available in
ALL Math, Science, & English courses.
· Single sessions and group rates
available. Contact 407-427-0067.
· Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Lifel Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-525-3057

Need Egg Donor for childless couple.
South Asian or.Mediterranean female,
medium complexion.
Contact Robin 407-963-3390

Place Classifieds

ONLINE
in the
(entr.d 11odba.~re

for as low as $4 an issue!

www.KnightNews\)apers.com/classifieds
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Classic Nissan
_is C-onveniently·Located
on S.R. 436 between

MAZDA

llVIAZDA
"BUMPER TO BUMPER"

ROADSIDE
ASSISTANCE

. UNll I ED WA.RAANTV

48 MONTHS OR 511,000 MILES

TEST DRIVE AMAZDA TODAY.
'
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'
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AM/FM/CD, Power Windows,
Power Locks, Keyless Entry,
Automatic, ·Air Conditioning

WELL EQUIPPED! NOT STRIPPED!

Stk #6N391052
Stk #6N404349

SEVERALTO CHOOSE FROM

I

Lease from

**
Air Conditioning, 4 Wheel Disc Brakes
AM/FM/ CD Player, TiH Steering Wheel

IMO

Model Code:05716

FROM ONLY

+

with $1,999 down

A/C, AUTO, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Power Windows, CD Player

,

Stk #6L560481
Stk #6L584674

OFF

MSRP

Model Code:42216

UPTO

A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Power Bra kes,
A'*S Brakes, Tiit Steering Whee l, Alloy Wheels

2006 MOTOR TREND
SPORT/UTILITY
OF THE YEAR.
4X4, Powef Locks, Power Windows,
Cruise Control, Keyless Entry and
Alarm, A/C, AM/FM/CD,
Rear Bumper Steps

NOW IN STOCK! Ready For Immediate Delivery

STK #70103904

0 )

·1'

I

Save Up To

OFF

•' ;

MSRP
Model Code:04416

~ ·'

Air Conditioning, Power Accessories, Automatic Dynamic Stability Control,
244 H.P Turbo Charged, ABS Brakes, Side Airbags, 18" Wheels

• V' ·t

+

..Cash back from Nissan on new 2006 Altimas, 2006 Xterms, 2006 Sentras, 2006 Frontiers ~uding Crew Cab) and 2007 Versas. Offers expire on October 2,
2006. Cannot be combined with other offers. " Deferred Interest added to contract balance and payable over remaining contract term. New purchases only. Subject to credit approval.
Nol available in Pennsylvania See Nissan dealer for details. Nissan, the Nissan Brand Symbol, NMAC and Nissan model names are Nissan trademarks. 02006 Nissan North America, Inc.
'"36-month closed-end lease with $1,999 lotal due at lease inception, which includes. First payment of S299, security deposit of SO, and i:ash or trade equity of Sl,700. Al! advertised pricing
does not include lax or lag, 12.000 miles per year, any overage will be SO 15 per f!!ile. With approved credit to qualified buyers, &10 Beacon Credit Score required. Severity of credit may
affecl down payment and APR. All bankruptcies must be discharged. + Savings based on dealer discount andior factory rebate. Example: 2006 Nissan Sentra 1.8$ (MSRP of S1i,415),
includes factory rebate of 52,250 and a dealer rebate of $1.150. Nissan Sentra 1.BS sale price S14,015. 2006 Nissan Xterra (MSRP of 528.745), includes fact0<y rebate of S1 ,000 and a
. dealer rebate of 52.500. Nissan Xterra sale price $25,245. Dealer document processing fee of $599 is nol ineluded in advertised prices. All rebates and incentives assigned to dealer. All
offers not to be used in conjunction. All vehicles subject to pri5" sale. Pictures for illustration purposes only. Not responsible for typographical errors.

+ All prices plus"tax, tag. and title. Must finance Mazda 3 and CX-7 through dealer to qualify for $1,000 rebate.++ Savings based on dealer discount and/or factory
rebat e. Example: 2006 Mazda Tribute includes factory rebate of S3,000, $500 MAC and/or dealer discount of $2,500. Dealer document processing fee of $599 is not
inclu ded in advertised prices. All rebates and incentives assigned to dealer_ All offers not to be used in conjunction. All vehicles subject to prior sale. Pictures for

illustration purposes only. Not responsible for typographical errors.

SALE HOURS:

SALE HOURS:

Mon-Fri 9-9• Sat 9-9 Sun 11-6

Mon-Fri 9-9- Sun 11-6

SERVICE HOURS:

SERVICE HOURS:

Mon-Fri 7-6 •Sat 8-5

Mon-Fri 7-6 •Sat 8-5

NISSAN

MAZDA

.HW'Y 436 Betw-n Colonial a UnlversHy Blvd. Next to Classic Mazda East

HWY 436 Between Coionlai a UnlversHy Blvd. Next to Classic Nissan

1-888-NEW-.N ISSAN

1-800-639-7000

,J
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iTunes To Sell You Your Home Videos For $1.99 Each
P~t's Death Text M·essaged
see OBllUARIES page l2F

CUPERTINO, CA-Apple Computer, producer of the successful
iPod MP3 player, is now offering consumers limited rights to
buy their own home movies from
the media store iTunes for $1.99
each.
"Ladies and gentlemen,' the
future of home-video viewing is now,"
Apple CEO Steve Jobs said at a media

l

event Tuesday nioming. "As soon
as you record that precious footage of your daughter's first steps,
you'll be able to buy it right back
from iTunes and download it
, directly to your computer and
video iPod."
Jobs emphasized that. the videos will be pr~sented unedited and in .
their_original form, save for a small Apple

logo in the lower right-hand comer of the
image to protect the company's copyrighted ·m aterials from Internet piracy. .
Added Jobs:"No more searching through
your movies folder for that footage of your
50th wedding anniversary. Now all you
need is a 768.Kbps broadband connection
and your credit card, and every timeless
personal ·memory you've ever shot will be

· see VIDEOS page 4

Nation In Love With
Girl From Record Store
Dukes' Of Hauard Sharply.
Declines·In Kitsch Value
see BUSINESS page 6C

i STATshot
.
Alook at Ute trendi t:f1at shape yoll' wortd.

,New CeJl·Phone ·Features
1.Three .Ring Choices: Tone,

Vfbrate, or WaterSquirt
2. One~touch babydaddy callin'

3. Chin strap

-

,

4. All callers' voices altered
to sound like that of
Sir Ian McKellen
5. Can be used to control_
nephew's toy racecar
6. Voice-~btivated talking .

~··~-·-,~=-•·w,,,.•."w'w.-·~•.~W••w-w•-··-

ATHENS, GA-Captivated
by her adorability and off-the-·
charts hipness, the U.S. populace sheepishly admitted a deep
infatuation with 22-year-old
Danielle Metzler, that amazing
girl with the multi-colored hair
who works at Slipped Discs in
Athens.
"God, she is so fucWng unbelievably cute," Sam Kiefer of ·
Euclid, OH, said Monday. "Thelast time she was wearing
these super-tight silver pants
and this rhinest_o ne-studded
New York Dolls half-shirt, and
I was just like, 'Wow."'
Metzler was first spotted at
Slipped Discs, an independently owned store stocked with
a wide selection of indie rock,
hip·hop, electronica, and otherwise hard-to_-find music, in
September 1999. Ever since,
the nation has had a major
· crush on the girl.

Vehement ·Anti-Cell~Phone Guy Finally Caves

•1

---,.·-·•..

1~.~HJl~!L~-~~onio~~!~~~l -

rA Dallj American Voices

·
Daily Onion Radio News
fl, President Bush's Weekly Radio Address
00
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"[Metzler] works at the coolest recor9 store in Athens, and
she's totally up on all the latest stuff," said Ryan Griggs,
48, a television repairman
from Salem, OR. "You have no
idea how many people go in
there .every day and buy some
obscure Go-Betweens B-sides
collection or the latest Stephin
Merritt side project just to, try /
to impress her."
Griggs recently purchased
~ove: Metzler behind the Slipped Discs counter.
Toby Daffimit's vinyl-only
Gopher Edits EP-a highly suc"I heard her talking to someSo she s_ays, 'Yeah, but if you're
cessful mo_ve which prompted
one about these great new Borenot going to get them all, the
Metzler to ask about the record.
DJ Krush is really the one to go
doms remixes, so I bought the
"I couldn't believe it," Griggs
one by U.N.K.L.E.," Pensacola's
with.' I was like, oh, great. But
Andy Nichols said. "I don't even . then she gave me this really big
said. "For 45 glorious seconds,
it was just me and her talking
.own a single original Boredoms
smile, and it was all worth it."
about b.a nds like Tipsy-and Jazalbum, but I now have an import
Upon discovering they were
· remix I paid $30 for."
·
..zanova."
. not the only ones with- a long'Residents of the Fl<;>rida panContinued Nichols: "When
standing crush on Metzl~r,
handle admitted that their own · she was ringing up the
residents of the Midwest came
attempts to impress Metzler - U.N.K.L.E. thing, I said, 'These
forward with their own tales
were less successful. ··
are ~upposed to be really good.' ·
. see GIRL_page 6

Above: CeU-phone owner Jason Whiting.

ANN ARBOR, MI-After calling the
device "the item single-handedly responsible for the e_rosion of 9ur nation's social
. and cultural foundation" for close to a
decade, Jason Whiting gave in to social
pressures this weekend and bought a cell
phone.
.
The 34-year-old purchased the Motorola
6620 at the Maple Village Shopping Center.
·"I got the simplest, · mo~t basic calling
plan," Whiting -said. "I sure as hell wasn't
going to·get one of those phones that takes

pictures. To. tell you the truth, I'm not eve~
planning on giving out the number."
Whiting said he was reluctant to accept
the "encroachment of technology" into his
pe~sonal life, and explained that he"[does
not] plan on becoming one of those people
with cell phones."
'.'This is for emergencies only," he said.
"In case my car stalls on the freeway and
I need to .call for help, or in the event that
I absolutely must get in touch with some-

see CELL PHONE page 4
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NEWS IN BRIEF
quences," s~i.d Blanchard, 'Yho took away
. ily, it is with great 'sadness tha{ i write
his teenage .son's _credit-card privileges
to you to report the end of George's
for the week. "Maybe. rtext time, Joshua
battle with .emphysema.. George died
Will think twice before over-hyping some .
peacefully in his _sleep on Sunday night/'
read the e:.. mail, which Rawson never ·
WASHINGTON, DC-According to a.- pop-punk crap." As · ~dditio.nal punish- '
ment, Blanch~rd had Joshua organize
received. "The funeral wil l· be hefd at
new · Department of. Health and Human
the family's extensive video library of
NASHVILLE-: -The video-for Lonestar'·s
·St . . Frands' First Lutheran' Chufc~ · on
SerVices "sttidy.. 58 percent of all exercise
S.oad ;Rules episodes chronologically.
, "How 'BoutThat,"whieh preml'ered M~n. Thursday, for those who might b'~ able
perforlned :in the U.S: is broadcast on
-day on· T~N, b~ars an uncanny resemto · attend." While the. death · noti_e e did
television. "Of the 3;5 billicm : push-ups
-performed in 2003, 2.03 'billion·took'place .
nt~
blance to a typical rock video circa 1991. . not reach Rawson, 14"<;>ff~;S fo:v.:low-cost
"Dude, this :looks like ·Bad -EngliSh or · Cialis did:
·
· on_exerciseshowsontheLifetimeNetwork
I·
something," Ryan Stearns, i4, told ftjend
and ESPN3 or fitness segment~ on Good
~
Jon Labme while
the .'p opu-·
-CMorning Aril.erica," the study ,read. "The .
0
lar COUQtry band's video: ;:~heck out the
,. .
.~ abundance of TV exercise would create
1
ripped- jeaQ.S;. And the lot g hair. C
And . .Ti
.' . the impression that America i,s sa. bealthy
the mountaintop guitar-strumming."
.
ID ·.
.e~m .
society, if everyone didn't already knc;>w
···":;'ATLANTA-The 1997 Solar Power
~~d .~ibm:~_: · "No, wait~you 1m~w-, who ~·,· ·Ar·o
: .~,- n:· i..i ·>-· · ":~ · .. · :.
that we're a ··bunch 0f di~gusting, · D.ear-- .. $.µmmit got 0ft to an auspicious start - this 'looks like? Damn Yankees. -Or was
. · . U ., ; ,..: ,·
imm0bile · spedators." The_··~~HHS studytt , ·$atttrday.. wit.~1 -'ii .;star-studded <;elebnty ·
it EXtreme? \Yhlchever did that 'High 1 , ·PLAITSBURGH, NY..::_'.fhe --Cha:nnel 5
also'. indic~feci that 99.3 percent of the
panel featuring: s~ch lurp.inary as · forEnoug-!J.' song, where they're rocking out
Action News Team was du.ped once; agaiµ
.nation's Solofle:x: workouts ~re tele\rised.
mer U.S. presi~\tt Jimmy Carter. 1'Solar '
in the junkyard~" Labine also noted that
by a crank call to the WPTZ breaKing· potver is the clffartest, . safest, most .ecoLonestar singer Richie McDonald kind of
news . hotline· Monday. ~·1 should have.
logically ·sound power source availabfe.
k.riown it was.too good to. oe true that
_
.
. .
.
.
We owe it to ourselves and this planet to
sounds like-the guy frorµ Mr. Big. .
Jared [Fogl~]>'would be filming a cominvest in the · development of renewable
mercial ·attlie,SubwaYon Canipu$ ,Dri~e," . ~ .
·IQ
·>solar resources," said Carter, address·reporter Graha~ Johnson announced
~ch
·
ing more than l,500 seats at the Atlanta ~
frorri the sce~re of the re§taurant. ''.I kn~w _
~Q .
0
'. Convention Center. "Your attendance at
that Briti_s h. accent seemed familiar, .bufNEW YO:RK~MTV executive · PliilliP, , .t.llis summlCstarids· as testimony .t o your ·
:Blanchard, 42, groun.d ed his 15-year.,cild
commitment to a safu and clean future."
it wasn't until we~d all jumped out of the
PALO ALTO, CA-An email_ . from
Marison Octrup containlhg word of'her
van and rushed into the S"µbway that I ·. son Joshua Monday, after the altemaImmediately folloWing the· summit, Cart$
husband'~ de~th was deleted by Eric
figured _it ~mt. The · ~am~;guy--c~l~~tfabtmt' 1 tive-rock band Good Charlotte failed to
er boarded a cab to the Atlanta MarRawson~s ~pa~ filter Monday, ~- review
the es~ape~ ~pe' 1a.st ·.we~k." Johii~on
su~tain its popularity among -~iewers of . .riott Hotel for MetriCon '97: "America is
" of the· deleted-items folder would, have
slowly but stJ:rely 'centimetering' toward
vowed ~never to · ignore his: .jommalistic . the cable,. music station. "Joshua needs
indic~ted. "Dear extended -Octrup f~m- · instincts again.
'
'
to learn ·th~t his " choices have ·conse- · progress," Carter quipped. riJ

·New Country-Musi~
Video · Has look Of
1991. Ro~k Video·

1
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News Of Uncle's Death
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Project Manager le~es Suicide-·.
PoWerPoinfPresentatiOn- ·
..

.

PQRTLAND, OR-Project manager Ron
Butler left be~d a 48-slide PowerPo~t
presentation explaining his ~agic decision
to commit suicide, coworkers reported
_
·
,
Tuesday.
''When I first heard 1;hat Ron had swal-·
. ,..:fowed ·an entire bottle of sleeping pills, I
shocked," said Hector Benitez, Butler's·friend
and cQworker at Wtlliams+Kennedy·Marke~
ing .ConswtantS. "But after· the te~ w~nt
thrq_ugh Ron~s ~ final :PowerPoint- pr~eJ.J,ta
tion, I had a solid wor~g·kPowledge of the
pain he was feeling, his attempts to cope,
and the reasons for his ultimate deasion."
"I just wish he would've shot me an email asking for help," Benitez added, '
Butler broke· his presentation into· four
sentation really utilized the full multimecategories: Assessment Of Current -Situadia capabilities of Microsoft'-s .PowerPoint
. ti9n, Apol~gies & Farewells, \\'.ill & Funeral
application."
·,Above: A5'ide from the Powerf>oint presentation left by Butler (left) before.his death.
Arrangements, and Final Thoughts.
"We're really· gonna miss Ron around
Accordirig to Williams+Kennedy· presi- · here,"~UJ.iams added.
·
.
. clear when that JPEG ~f his ·~fe wipeand clip-art 1questio1!- marks depicting
~ent Bradford Williams, finalgoodbye.ppt
In -the presentation's first section, a
· transition~d to a photo:of her tombstone,"
Ron's confusion over bis cholce.
was "clear,~concise, and persuasive."
three-dimensi~nal bar graph ifl»strated
c9worker Anne Thibideux said. .
·
The second portion of t~e presentation
''Afte:r everyone left the room, I sat down
the growth of Butler's sorrow during the
The first section closed with a review of
comf)rised an ordered list .of goodbyes to
and went through Ron's final pteseI)tat~on ' two yffars since ':gis Wife a.IJ.d, orily child . ·key objectives and critical success factors:
colleagues and apologies to friends.
in slide-sorter view,"Williams .said. "Ma~. I
died in a c~r accident.
· . . . , ...
The two-column t~xt display was. enliv:,.,
"The colors in Apologies & Farewells
gotta te~ you,.it _blew me ~way. That pre.:
• ''We all ~ got_. ~em's tne~sage 104d and " · ened b~ col~rfiil 'background wallpaper_~. ·
. ,. . see.POWERPOINlpage 6:

was.
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VIDEOS from page 1

1

Above: Whiting chats on his new phone at alocal Marc's Big Boy.
one but am away from home." ·
Whiting first used the phone Sunday
night to 'check movie times for March Of
The Penguins.

"In fact, I use it so little that, when I went
to the theater, I forgot to rum off the ringer,"Whiting said. "When it started ringing,
right away I said, 'Who's the jerk with the.
cell phone?' and I didn't realiz~ it was me.
Suffice it to say I felt very guilty."
"It was my girlfriend, though, so I had to
take it,'' he added.
Whiting blamed the incident on the fact
that he had changed his ring tone several
times that morning, from "Mozart 40" to
"Espionage," and then finally to "Sumba."
Anticipating what he called the ·inevitable "I told you so" speeches from friends
and relatives, Whiting insists that his feelings about the cell phone's negative implications for society remain unchanged.
"Cell phones are a part of a terrible
trend ·toward alienation and the breakdown of civil discourse,"he said. "It's a fact
I made clear when I called in to the 'NPR ·
talk show I was listening to in the car."
Whiting nonetheless decries overt use of
cell phones while driving. "There's nothing more annoying-and alamiing-than
seeing some maniac in an SUV with one
hand on the steering wheel while chatting on his cell,"Whiting said. "That's why
I w~nt out this afternoon and bought a
hands-free headset. I think it's called Bluesomething. It's pretty cool."
"I knew this was coming," said Whiting's
longtime friend James Patterson, who.has
known Whiting since his days as a college-radio DJ. "He used to rail against
digital music, saying the 'purity' of vinyl
could never be reproduced. But once he ,

bought the Velvet Underground box set for
'completism,' it wasn't long before he_ sold
all his LPs on eBay."
Whiting said owning a cell phone
doesn't mean that his attitudes about
"unne~essary market-driven consumerist.
gadgetry'' have changed.
"I am never getting an MP3 player, no

Anticipating what he called
the inevitable "I .told·you so" speeches from~ friend~
and relatives, Whiting insists
that his feelings about
the c~ll phQne's ~negative
· implications for society ·
remain unchanged.

4

matter what," Whiting said. ''Alth~mgh my
girlfriend might buy me one for Christmas
this year.'~
According to the Radio Shack employee who sold Whiting his phone, Whiting ·
returned yesterday to trade his phone in
for an upgrade.
Said Whiting of the upgr~de: "Cell
phones are thinly disguised control devic:
es thrust upon the masses as a pseudonecessity. But if I'm going to wear a government tracking collar, I might as.well be
able to play some games on it." rA

right at your fingertips."
"Apple has always been. about access,"
said M 1acAddict editor Ian S~ythe.
"Thanks to this revolutionary new soft- ·
ware, all your clips-from your son's bris
·to your father's dying message-are available to you, your loved ones, and the 20 million iTunes•users, who will be able to view
them on up to five different computers."
Apple currently owns an average of 20
gigabytes of digital footage per Ameri-Can family, and it has also acquired an
enormous library of the tens of millions of
analog-format home movies dating from
the early decades of the 20th <;entury
through 2001.
"No more disappointment for Cynthia
Hamill of Hartford, Connecticut when she
realizes she can't find th~t tape of herself .
singing 'SweeLCaroline' in the bath as an
8-year-old," Jobs said. "For only a coup\e of
bucks, that cherished moment can again
be hers."
Early reaction to the home-video downloads has been positive. "$1.99 seems reasonable to be able to relive my high-school
graduation anytime I want,'' said Patrick
Boyd of Pensacola, FL. "My parents don't
understand tµe technology, but 'I can help
them get it running whenever they want
to watch it."
"It's just a matter of ·convenience,"Mansfie1d, OH, resident Samantha Davidoff
said. "Why should I sift through the dozen~
of unlabeled DV tapes in my closet to find
that submission tape I made for Extreme
Makeover when I can just do a search on
iTunes? Repurchasing my own stuff has
never been
- this intuitive.''
.
However, some early users report running into technical glitches with the software.
"I was r~ally looking forward to watching my son's Easter greeting from Iraq,''
Eugene, OR, resident Luka Bartoli said.
".aut the image froze and an.alert came up

saY.ing it was temporarily unavailable due·
to low bandwidth. I miss my boy so much."
Some users say they have had · trouble
with the automated process by which previews are chosen for their new footage.
"We were all excited to watch [daughter]
Tubitha's birth when we got home from
the hospital, but we eould orily view a
30-second clip before we had to buy it,''

..·"$1.99 seems reasonable
to be able to relive ~Y
~igh-school graduation
anytime I want."
Harvey Gaddis of Tulsa, OK, said. "All we
could see in the preview were some of the
initial contractions."
Others say the pricing can be restrictive
and is not always timely.
"I wanted to show my boyfriend a video
I made for his birthday of me dancing in
my upderwear to our favorite song," Jessica Dupree of Manchester, NH, said. "But
hi~ credit card was declined. I guess he'll
just have to get it from someone at work." ·
Despite these limitations, observers predict cons~er~.will have little choice once '
th~y realize how vast and .comprehensive
the collection· is. Many amateur filmmakers are already making a strong showing
in the iTunes videos charts.
~ Eliza Quintana of Montclair, New Jersey, went online to purchase her daughter's fourth birthday party to find that it
had reached number 5 on the top video
downloads.
Said Quintana: "l guess I'm not the only
one who thinks she's the most adorable
little girl in the world!" rA

Above: Jobs shows off the new software with ac6p &om the Patterson-Jones wedding that he downloaded live.
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Letters' Policy
The Onion neither publishes.nor accepts
letters from its readers. It is The Onion's
editorial policy that the readers shall have
no voice whatsoever and that The Onion
newspaper shall be solely a one-way conduit of information. The editorial page is
reserved for the exclusive use of the newspaper staff to adyance whatever opinion
or agenda it sees fit, or, in certain cases,
for paid advertorials by the 'business community.
Passed by a majority of the editorial board,
March 17, 1873

·
men don't come running through my
yard right after it rains, leaving·inch-deep
footprints in tny lawn like t~e Jiminez
boys dp, I don't care who they are! if
only NASA had aimed that telescope at
Danvihe instead of Pluto, you can bet my
new azalea bushes wouldn't have , been
· Every time I watch the news, I see another . tric orbit ·above Danville High to make
destroyed.
sure our schookhildren aren't skipping
story about all the wonderful things NASA
It's shameful the way our downtown has
class?
is doing in outer space. I know, I know, it's
been
allowed to degenerate, what with
And
for
a
fraction
of
wpat
NASA
spends
all !?Upposed to be _very impressive and
soda-pop cans and candy-bar wrappe s
on all that Mars rover monkey business, I
exciting. But to
strewn on the sidewalks everywhere. Just
could have a radio-wave-controlled · stun
'b e honest, it just
thinking about all the millions spent on
gun that would finally stop those kids
' boils my blood.
· that Mir station gets me in a dither when I
from stealing all the fruit off my Paula Red
.I mean, the fedlook around Danville and see trash eveJtapple tree.
eral government
where, with no retractable vacuum-dome
It is. painfully obvious that the governcan put a I!!_an on
to suck it up.
ment has the money and resources to
the moon, but it
And it sure would cut down on those
build a high-energy force field around
can't build a killill-mannered smokers who light up rigfit
every single American, . yet it tjoesn't. I
er robot police
next to "No Smoking" signs if the~r cigamean, when I'm out grocery shopping, it's
force to keep the
rettes were knocked from their hands by
dam nea, 'impossible to· keep my belong.cars from roaring
hovering cybernetic space bees. I ha e
down . my street
ings secure. Are a few measly cameras in
By ,Irene Frederick
asthma, you know!
at 45 miles per ; the comers of the Foodland really going
Taxpayer
If I can't demand killer robot police,
to dEpter a thief? What about my handbag?
hour? What kind
then the least I can expect is· a laserThe pictures in my wallet of little Kevin
of priorities do we have iil this country?
powered servo-motored patrol-bot f r
are irreplaceable! (I'm only
Just the other day, there was a big arti- . and
my- garage. How else will I ~ow if it's a
going to be a grandmother once, you
cle in the Danville Tribune-Gleaner about
robber or just a raccoon rustling around
know! Unless, of course, the government
the growing truancy problem among our
finally gets on tlie ball with those cryo- . out there late at night? I understand that
town;s y~mths. And then I read in USA
fn Sweden, every citizen is guarante~d
genie pods.)
Today how the government is spending
a patrol-bot. But here in the world's
And that Hubble telescope, there's a
$40 billion on outEir-space surveillance.
richest nation, we go without!. The sheer
real beaut. Who n~eds to know if there's
satellites. Couldn't they put soin~ of that
life out in space trillions of light years
wastefulness of our government mak s
·satellite money to better use by constructme sick! riJ
·
ing space:based laser cannons 'in geocenawa~,., anyway? As long as the space-

W~ Can ·PutA Man On The .Moon,

But We Can't Make Killer Robot Police?·

Annie

POWERPOINTfrom page 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - were perfectly calibrated for digital-projector
display," I.T. direct0r Bill Schapp.said. "I think
Ron was the orlly guy at W +K who understood the importance of running the GretagMacbeth Eye-One Beamer on presentations."
The third segment, ·Will & · Funeral
Arrangements, included a list of Butler's
friends and family indexed With phone
numbers, a last will and testament, and

According to millions· of
·Americans, unlike many
scrolling-text ins~ctions for the dissemination of his ashes.
"To Ron's credit, it was one helluva way
to go out," human resources manager ~ail
Everts said. "Ron clearly spent a lot of time
on that presentation. If the subject matter
weren't so heavy, we'd probably use it to
train his replacement."
Copywriter Gita Pruriyaran said the pre/ sentation "had room for improvement."
"I felt some of the later transitions were
w,eak," Pruriyaran said. "The point of a
transition is to mairitain audience interest
and lighten the mood. To me, the doorclosing sound effects in Will & Funeral
were repetitive and heavy-handed. But
Ron's choice to end with that Hamlet
quote and then fade to black was really

powerful. There wasn't a dry eye in the
room when Hector flipped off the projector and brought up the lights."
Coworkers were shocked to learn that
Butler's document was initially created on
Aug. 8, 2004.
"l should have seen this coming, ·but I
didn't,'' Benitez said: "When Ron started
d_e leting all of his old files last week, I
thought he was worried about another
hard-drive crash..I never imagined he was,
you know, preparing."
"If only we'd all paid more attention to
Ron during the Microsoft Project workshop he held last month," Benitez added.
Butler i.s survived by his parents Gerald and Martha Butler, who described their
.relationship with their son a~ "distant,."
"Ron would e-mail us photos and home
movies, but we're not very good with computers," said Gerald, 71, a retired. postal ·
worker. ''We tried to stay close, but we just
. never learned how to open up those files.
At the very end, Ron was sending us his
suicidal thoughts, but we didn't get the
.instant message-until it was too la,te."
Wtlliams+Kennedy vice president Vivien
Esterhaus said Butler''will not be forgotten."
"We have made arrangements for his
PowerPoiht presentatio!l to be stored
in the W+K off-site secure file-storage
archive," Esterhaus said. "Barring a virus
or major computer malfunction, his final
words will always be accessible. If only
Ron could've been saved, too." (iJ

GIRL from pagel - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - of longing for the girl, sharing everything
from the time she wore .that really tight
Le Tigre T-shirt to the time she danced to
. Cheap Trick's "Southern Girls" as it played
on the store's stereo.
"Once, she was reaching up to grab a CD
for a customer, and I noticed maybe half an
inch of leopard-print underwear peeking
out of the back of her hip-buggers," said
· Carl Mills, a Beloit, WI, truck driver. "That
was ·a year ago, and I still remember it."
Josh Starkes of Boise, ID, is among the
few Americans who know the girl's name.
"I was' hanging around the store one
afternoon, and I heard one of her coworkers say, 'Hey, Dani, could you grab me a
few of the new Dirty Three/Low from the
back?"' Starkes recalled. "Tums out, her
·name is Danielle, but she goes by 'Dani,'
and som.etimes even 'Dan.' On the employee-suggestion rack, it says, 'Dan's Pick Of
The Week.' I mean, how-cool is that?"
According t°- rilillions of Americans,
unlike many of the other clerks at Slipped
Discs, Metzler never asks if you need help
finding anything. Even if you make it
obvious that you are stl'l:lggling to find a
particular record, she will remain 'by the
front counter, talking and laughing with a
select crowd of visitors.
"I was in there, and I recognized this one
guy talking to her as the lead singer from
[Athens band] Corky Thatcher," said Dave
Douglas of Riverside, - CA'. '·'I can never
figure out if all these people .hanging out ·

According to millions of
Americans, unlike many oJ
the other ·clerks at Slipped
Discs, Metzler never asksJ
·if you need.help finding
anything. Even if .you ~
make it obvious th~t you
are struggling to find ·a
particular record, she will·
·remain by the froJd countet,
talking and laughing with a
select crowd of visitor5. ·
If

are her actual friends or just people she's
deemed cool enough to talk to her. And, if
the latter is the c~e, how do I become one
of t4ose people? Oh, who am I kidding'! I
don't stand a chance."
Despite such insecurities, the people of
Southern California say the mixture of
d~sire and insecurity associated with a

..
~
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-1Don't Wonder What Jesse C~mp
Is Up To These Days
-(;

Hey, know who I haven't been thinking
about lately? That gt,1.y Jesse Camp ·w ho I
. never used to watch on MTV.
I don't fondly remember him winning
MTV's "I Wanna,
Be A VJ" competition back in 1998.
It wasn't kind of
cool that he came
out of nowhere
to beat out 4,0bO
other more qualified hopefuls for
the job. I really
wasn't · rooting
for him to sueBy Lucy Crockett
. ceed from the
beginning, and it's not too bad that his
~ar has faded.
' Nqt looking back on Jesse Camp's time
in the spotlight, I'm certainly not going
to speculate about what's become of hi~
today. I genuinely didn't think that there
were big things ahead for him. And I
don't remember _hearing that he got a
r~cord deal or something-or mayb~ it
was that I didn't hear that he decided to
take up acting.
Come not to thiD.k of it, this really isn't
atJ. interesting question. And you know
what?- I didn't ever hear that he· had a
cameo in some :a_ritney Spears movie.
I don't wonder how old Jesse Camp is
n w, either-25, or 30? Boy, that doesn:t
make you think.
I don't hope he's gotten his life together
apd maybe sJarted a family. Then again, ~
ignore the possibility that he got hooked
on drugs and booze. With the way some
people respond to fame, I certainly don't
ce.re to take the time to doubt it.

trip to Slipped Discs is "exhilarating."
"I wanted to get the' first Modem Lovers album, but I didn't want her to know I
didn't already own it," said Jody Osbourne
o{ San Diego. "To cover up, I told her some
l:hg, long story about how my friend is
such a jerk because he borrowed it a long
time ago and never gave it back. When
I was done with this four-minute spiel,
she just said, "'I hate Jonathan Richman.' I
Wa}lted to curl Up in a ball ~d die.''
While it's unknown whether Metzler
ht.s a boyftj.end, the American people
have always ~ssumed she does.
"Whenever I see her out at a show, she's
always surrounded by this pack of slimh1pped, good-looking hipster guys," said
Jesse Avery of Roseville, MI. "She's never
hanging on any one in particular, but one
. o' them has got to be her_boyfriend.''
The nation has no plans to try .t o advance

When you don't think about it, it's not
kind ·of sad certain celebrities fade into
obscUrity. I guess it's just not an unfortunate byproduct of our media-saturated culture that the media knocks stars like him
.. down just seconds after they make them. In
'this case, one simply doesn't wonder.
If you ask me, it's not about time that
celebrities like Jesse Camp get the respect
they don't deserve. Because, really, in their
own small way, Jesse Camp and people
like him don't contribute to our cultural
land$cape. Sure, there are shows like The
Surreal Life, which I admit I have not
been sucked into watching on numerous
occasions, but that only covei::s a handful
of the former stars who I can't help not
wondering about.
Man. Not thinkmg about all these people wh9 were once in th~ limelight really
doesn't make me think about my own ·
life. What if I don't contribute ~ything of
value to my culture, too? Will people still
not think about me long after I'm dead?
. Then again, who am I not to say. It's like
I can control it.
I don't think that's what it comes down
to, and that's the reason why I can really
not relate to guys like Jesse Camp.. Anq
I guess that's why I'm so uninterested in
what his lifo is like now.
You know what programming execu.:tives should really not consider? Making
a whole bunch more of those "where are
they now?" -type shows to keep us up to
date on our old nonfavorites. Because, hey,
who doesn't want to know what happened
to the red-haired kid from The Adventures.
Of Pete And Pete? ·
Me. And f bet you anything the rest of
America doesn't, too. riJ

its relationship with Metzler beyond that
of customer and clerk, saying it prefers to
worship her from afar.
"She's way out of my league, and even if I
could get her to like me-which I couldn't-it
would only caus~ problems," said Earl Shaw,
36, a Gulfport, MS, actuary. "When a girl has
so many guys fawning over her, she's bound
to want her w.ay with everything."
Continued Shaw: "That is, unless she
was sick of all the rock 'n' roll assholes
she dates and was ready for someone who
doesn't fit into that mold. Maybe she is. Maybe she's looking for someone a little smarter
than those guys-someone _like me.''
Shaw added that may]?e he-could even
_
learn to play bass guitar.
Informed of tl).e nation's crush, Metzler
shrugged her shoulders. "That's cool," she
said, "but lately I've been more into British
guys." She then returned to sorting CDs. riJ

AMERICAN VOICES

The In-Flight Cell-Phone Ban
The FCC is currently reviewing its ban on the use of cell phones during flights, but
many passengers say they like the restriction. What do you think?
·
"If they lift the ban on

"But. ..but...what about
the disastrous effect
cell phones could have
on aircraft navigational
systems?! Nooo!"

cell-phone use, they
better lift the ban on
passengers beating the
shit out of each other,
too."
Gordan Rami
Repamnan

"I don't know. Last year,
the airlines lifted the
ban on seat-kicking and
look what happened."

"Awesome! Now I can
call my girlfriend
and join the Mile
High Solo club."

''What an ideal marriage
of the Wright Brothers
and Alexander Graham
Bell. And Kafka. And
Pavlov. And Me~gele.''

"Now the only thing
left is to fill the cabin
with ankle:-deep
brackish ice water,
and air travel will _be
about perfect.''

Tyler Wilson
Systems Analyst

INFOGRAPHIC

Collection of netk clocks donated by
international cities in which Flava
Flav has performed

Funky medina, stored in
climate-controlled room

Toby Leiffert
Teacher
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